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Abstract 
The prototyping strategy_ facili_tates delivery of large projects by 
segmenting the requirement definition activities into manageable 
pieces. It is a technique that takes the form of online screens and 
system processing. It is not an end in itself or an excuse for 
abandoning project management. It provides a common baseline for 
the project team to define system requirements. The prototyping 
process is described by six major steps: 
• 
I. Understanding How Prototyping Fits into the Project 
- Life Cycle 
2. Determining If Your Project is Appropriate for Prototyping 
3. Establishing the MIS/User Project Team 
4. Determining Users Expectations 
5. Setting-up the Prototyping Environment 
6. Developing the Model 
A benefit and inherent risk of prototyping is that it provides an 
environment for change. The "prototyping process" will prevent the 
proj·ect from deviating from its original objectives by focussing on: 
• Cohesive Project Teams 
• Identification of Prototyping Objectives and Functionality 
• Quick Problem Resolution 
• Short Project Duration 
• Responsive Technological Tools 
AT&T Communications has been successful with prototyping 
i, 
/ 
techniques because they have "dedicated" resources to their projects. 
This is more than competent and enthusiastic individuals - it is user . 
and MIS organizational structures that temporarily reassign key 
users and application developers to these prototyping efforts. This 
environment will support the prototyping process to deliver better 
. . 
quality systems sooner to the end-users. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. What This Paper Is All About 
Three to four years ago, prototyping became the new buzz word for 
._.,: 
developing information systems. Literature proclaimed it was the 
answer to delivering better quality systems, at a lower cost, and in 
less time . 
• 
Four years later, project costs are still high and user requir~ents 
.. 
still misunderstood. Why isn't it working as well as we expected? 
,-. 
We continue to be bombarded with numerous definitions of 
prototyping and its benefits, but little on HOW TO's. Prototyping is 
starting to get a bad name be.cause of its misconceptions and 
improper use. This paper will focus on: 
-
1 - How to Get Started with Prototyping? 
2 - How to Determine When Prototyping is Appropriate? 
3 - How to Manage a Prototyping Project? 
4 - How to Choose the Best Prototyping Tool? 
5 - How to Know When the Prototyping Process is Finished? 
Until recently, available software was too cumbersome or 
inappropriate to \se. This . hindered the effectiveness of prototyping . 
efforts. Tool capabilities were driving the projects instead of the 
objectives driving the tool selection. Now, with the influx of PC 
tools, developers don't know which ones to use. The results of a PC. 
toot·<·evaluation is provided in Appendix B. The procedure "Selectin-g 
an Appropriate Tool", uses this information to recomme.nd tools 
based on project objectives. 
' . ' . "' . 
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Application Prototyping Is ..• 
. . 
a REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE for application design 
in which a MODEL of the application is created to help ·develop an 
\ 
understanding of user expectations. It presents a method that 
supports the objectives of the traditional life cycle. 
PROTOTYPING IS NOT ... a substitute for sound system design or a 
replacement for the traditional development process! 
If it is correctly applied within the overall project management 
structure,, it will help manage the risks and expectations involved in 
the project. 
B. Why Do We Need It? 
"A new painting should be a unique thing, a birth 
bringing a new face into the representation of the world 
through the human spirit. The artist should call forth all 
of his energy, his sincerity, and the greatest possible 
modesty in order to push aside during his work the old 
cliches that come so readily to his hand and can suffocate 
the small flower which itself never turns out as one 
expected." HENRI MATISSE 
Information systems developers have been compared to artists and 
architects. Each new system starts with a vision and evolves to a 
living model of the translated ideas. 
\• 
. . 
The difference between·. an artist and architect is that an artist works 
alone. The architect, as -the information builder, needs to build a 
structure . based on someone else's vision. Prototyping provides a 
method for verifying the interpretation process. It prevents .. , . 
·:· .. , .. 
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... 
misunderstandings called "changed user specifications" later in the 
development process. 
C. Deno·uncing Myths 
These misconceptions have lead some prototyping projects down a 
turbulent. road. 
Throwaway - What's throwaway: the code, the system, the project, 
the analyst? Yes, the code can be thrown away - totally or partially . 
• 
This depends on the tool used and the prototyping project objectives. 
When the code is expected to be thrown-away, it must be discussed 
up front because it will impact final development costs. 
Yes, the entire prototype can be thrown away for the same reasons 
as above. In some cases this is appropriate because the environment 
' 
that best meets the objectives of the prototype may be different 
from the production system environment. The knowledge acquired 
about functionality or user interfaces is retained and applied to the 
final system. 
No, a prototype isn't used to test out the value of doing a project. It is 
a technique used for projects that have been approved. A pilot is· an 
experimental process that tests an hypothesis. The purpose of a 
prototype is to define requirements .. 
. 
Yes, even the analyst can be thrown away. Prototyping centers have 
been proposed as an effective way for developing models. The center 
is staffed by experts in applying the ap·propriate tools. They · 
. 
concentrate on developing · the models .. quick~y so a project can 
4 
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J 
maintain its momentum and not become slowed down by learning 
_,.. 
curves. 
Inexpensive - The way prototyping is applied today, overall 
project costs don't decrease. It distributes costs more evenly over 
the total project and in some instances, causes costs to increase. If 
the final system is expected to be quick and dirty, then prototyping 
is a wasted effort. It demands a commitment of resources and 
money to support the review and change process. 
Potential cost savings are derived by reducing the. risk of gross 
oversights in the specifications stage that lead to final system 
• • But prototyping every · project can cause higher costs. rev1s1ons. 
When good project team communication and well defined 
requirements exist, developing a .. model is unnecessary. Paper screen 
designs may be adequate. 
In Place of System Analysis - Prototyping is NOT the first step in 
' 
a project. This is a major reason some prototypes fail. They are used 
to evaluate concepts that should be analyzed earlier in the project. 
Time and money is wasted developing models for functionality that 
is incorrect or not well thought out. 
Speeds Up D_elivery of System Development - A prototype can 
speed-:up delivery of large projects that· otherwise would wait until 
all requirements were defined. But because prototyping provides a 
flexible environment for changing specifications, it is difficult to 
determine when it's finished. If a prototype is allowed to go on 
forever, it will. 
5 
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• D. Benefits... (When Risks are Managed) 
'· 
Creates the Environment for User Participation - In the 
section, Setting Up the MIS/User Project Team, I've included a 
checklist of user responsibilities. We still depend on MIS to manage 
- the projects and accept all accountability. 
Prototyping not only provides opportunities for users to actively 
participate, but demands it. They must share in project 
• #. 
responsibilities and accountability. If users aren't going to devote 
time to communicate and verify their requirements, then why do a 
prototype at 'all. 
) 
_,,, 
Promotes Open Communication - A working model provides a 
way for verifying all lines of communication ~ users within one 
organization, across many organizations, and information systems 
~nalysts among themselves. Open communication and continuous 
feedback among the project team are critical components to project 
success. 
Way to Get Things Started - In the past, all functional 
requirements were grouped under one project. Too often nothing got 
implemented because the projects became unmanageable. 
Prototyping supports the evolutionary development of large 
- ~ystems. Projects are segmented and the application evolv"es in· 
/• 
line with organizational changes. The urgency dissipates for 
•· including the sky and dotting the i's the first time. Only project 
phases·- end, not users' needs. 
6 
• 
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Rethinking Ways We Do Business - A working model will 
ignite ideas that may lead to better functional designs. Batch 
systems mimicked manual procedures. Now they are being 
converted to on-line systems. Do we still want to implement 
the same manual procedures? State-of-the-art technology is 
used to implement archaic processing. We are so preoccupied 
with new hardware and software that we are missing 
opportunities to evaluate the way we do business. 
Prototyping can be used to explore alternative approaches. Users 
often "change their mind" after they have hands on use of a system 
in production. Prototyping capitalizes on this by providing a working 
model to help the users rethink they way the do business during the 
specification stage of a project. 
There are significant risks using prototyping this way. The business 
issues should be resolved before extensive functionality is built into 
the model. The user team is responsible for responding to business 
issues that surface during user reviews. The information system 
analyst should not be expected to justify changing procedures or 
settle user conflicts. 
.• ...... 
l 
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II. HOW.TO'S of PROTOTYPING 
A. HOW DO I GET STARTED? 
There are six major steps to follow · when prototyping is used as a 
. strategy for defining requirements. These are described below . 
. 
Major· Steps to Successful Prototyping 
1. Understand How Prototyping Fits into the Project Life Cycle 
2. Determine If Your Project is Appropriate for Prototyping 
3. Identify the MIS/User Project Team 
4. Determine User Expectations 
5. Set-up the Prototyping Environment 
6. Develop the Model 
-
., 
1. How Does Prototyping Fit into the Project Life Cycle 
Prototypes 0 often fail when they are started too early in a project. As 
mentioned before, prototyping is not a substitute for initial system 
. 
analysis or project scope definition, it's a self-documenting 
deliverable that takes place in the external design phase of a project . 
.... 
An overview of the prototyping life cycle is illustrated on the next 
page. Appendix A provides an explanation on all deliverables and 
1cfentifies those satisfied by the prototyping model . 
• ·r ,, ' 
.. 
• 
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Overview of PrototyJ)ing Life Cycle 
PROJECT PHASES 
Project 
Initiation) 
~ ,~ , 
. 
' 
Requirements 
Definition 
, , , , 
System Design 
lAlternatives 
~ ,~ , 
External 
Design 
Internal 
Design 
. 
.. 
~ ,~ , 
Construction/ 
lmplementatiion 
• 
II 
• 
• 
MAJOR DELIVERABLES 
Project 
Initiation 
Report 
......._,,,_...........___ 
o PA for Next Phase 
o Resource Pfan 
o PC70 input 
o List of deliverables 
o Risk assessment 
o Decription User 
r11111::::::::::::::---.._ Business Functions 
--_I o Identified Problems/ 
Requirement Opportunities 
Report o Summary Existing System 
o Conceptual Data Model 
Document 
Design 
AlternatiVi 
o OperationaJ Considerations 
o General Security Reqm 'ts 
o OrganizationaJ Interlaces 
o Prioritized List of Reqmn'ts 
o List Assumptions/Constraints 
o Alternative Solutions 
o Proposed System Attributes 
o Description Files/Databases 
o Description System Functions 
o Security Alternatives 
o Benefits 
o Production/Development 
Costs/Schedules 
PROTOTYPE + Functional/ Technical 
~ 
o FIie/Tabie Layouts 
o Input/Inquiry Screens 
o Describes System Processing 
.o Error Processing 
o. On-line Program Specs 
Specs 
o Hardware/Software Config. 
o LogicaJ Data Model 
o Layouts of Reports 
o Detaifed Functional Flowchart 
o Data Control/Security Reqmn'ts 
o System Backup/Recovery 
Procedures 
o Prototype/Final System 
Accept Criteria 
Production 
System + System 
Document, 
Closing M mo 
• 
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2. Is Prototyping Appropriate for Your Project? 
I've developed a decision tree that recommends if prototyping is 
appropriate. .It's illustrated on the next page. The questions are 
based on the critical success factors of prototyping. Recommendations 
are made by evaluating: application characteristics, project 
objectives, and project scope. 
Factors influencing project management and implementation will be 
discussed in the section, "Set-up the Prototyping Environment". 
Proximity of users and organizational culture are examples of these. 
HAS THE REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION PHASE OF THE PROJECT BEEN 
COMPLETED? 
Background - Defining functionality is a major deliverable from the 
requirements definition phase of a project. It is also a prerequisite 
-
for building a prototyping model. The prototype supports the 
functionality by developing system processing and screen designs. It 
focuses on implementing the functions, - not defining them. 
Conclusion(A) - Prototyping is an inefficient way for determining 
system functionality. Resources will be wasted ·developing models for 
vague and unbound requirements. 
Traditional methods are more effective for evaluating alternative 
approaches and setting functional priorities. Analyzing the user 
organizations, studying existing systems,. and designing paper screen 
layouts are examples of these. ,> 
10 
• 
· · 1s Prototyping Appropriate? 
Decision Tree 
(_Alj f'-D 
(sDr,.-
vesto 
NN 
Has the requirements definition phase of the project been completed? 
tt YES 
Do you want to use prototyping to test new hardware or software? 
Do the users expect the final system to be quick and dirty? 
Is the main objective of the project to develop complicated algorithms? 
NOto 
MN 
NOto 
ALL 
NO to ALL of above 
Is the proposed system transaction-ba~ed? 
Is the proposed system on-line? 
Does strong user commitment exist? 
YES to ALL of above 
Are users inexperienced computer users? 
Is data manipulation undefined? 
Is system processing undefined? 
Are user-interface requirements undefined? 
YES to ANY of above 
-
Is the project scope~fear and .not ambiguous? 
NO • YES 
Q[F@ f'.o Do ~~uc~~~ !~~;:?prototyping 
t YES @@Jy How well do the users understand their 
Extremely functional business areas?. 
well 
• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Not at all 
or Unsure 
Prototyping is . not 
recommended. Refer · «· 
to concf usions 
Prototyping is a recommended 
approach. Proceed with next 
steps. 
following this page. · 
I 1 . 
\ 
" 
. 
Do You w ANT TO USE PROTOTYPING TO TEST NEW HARDWARE OR 
SOFTWARE? 
• 
' ' 
Background - If the answer to this question is "yes", a pilot project 
. 
should be initiated - not a prototype. This will prevent the purpose 
of the project from being misunderstood by anyone involved with 
the project. 
The purpose of prototyping is to develop user-interfaces and system 
processing - not to test hardware and software capabilities. The 
environment selected for prototyping should support the project -
not hold it back. 
Risk - Risk is added to the project by using unfamiliar hardware or 
software. Spending time resolving technical problems delays the 
prototype and - contributes nothing toward meeting project objectives. 
Often, problems can't be resolved and alternative solutions are 
attempted. This causes further delays and distractions to the project. 
The focus shifts away from designing the model - to building it. 
DO THE USERS EXPECT A QUICK AND DIRTY FINAL SYSTEM? 
Background - If the answer is "yes", prototyping is unnece.ssary. The 
users don't expect nor want to invest time toward refining 
functionality or perfecting designs. Instead, develop the final system 
entirely in the implementation phase. 
Quick and dirty is not synonymous with prototyping. It's one 
approach used for developing a model. It is not a means for· 
delivering a· quick and dirty final sy~tem. 
12 
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Risk - Prototyping goes beyond the expectations of a quick and dirty 
final system. The users won't support the resources required for a 
J} 
prototyping project.· 
IS THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT TO DEVELOP COMPLICATED 
... 
' ALGORITHMS? 
·' 
,:, 
Background - Prototyping techniques and tools aren't designed to 
develop complicated mathematical algorithms. If a project includes 
both functional processing and mathematical algorithms, they should 
be developed separately. The software, team members, and 
development techniques are different. Analysts that have a strong 
scientific background are required for developing mathematical 
models. . The best suited analysts for a prototype are generalists. 
They should be knowledgeable of the business area, have the ability 
to conceptualize alternative approaches, and be familiar with 
prototyping tools. 
Prototyping tools are available such as R:base System V1 and dBase 
III Plus2 that provide a variety of mathematical functions 
(exponential, trigonometric, and hyperbolic); however, they should 
only be used for simple computations that depend on one source of 
. data. 
-(~~ 
Conclusion(B) - If the answer was "yes" to any of the last three 
questions, prototyping techniques Will not support the objective,s . 
defined for your application. Otherwise, you're made it past the first 
1 Microrim, Inc 
2Ashton-Tate 
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set of criteria for prototyping. Proceed with the next set of questions. 
IS THE PROPOSED SYSTEM TRANSACTION 8ASED? 
Background - Prototyping· techniques concentrate on developing 
functionality and data manipulation requirements which are 
characteristics of transaction based systems. They accomplish system 
.,-
function al it y by implementing a series of transactions. Traditional 
order entry and inventory systems are examples of these types of 
systems. 
Artificial Intelligence (Al) and Decision Support Systems (DSS) are 
examples of non-transaction based systems. Their objective is to 
develop heuristic procedures. User-interfaces and system processing 
are handled by the software tools and little variation is required. 
Risk - Prototyping tools support screen building and data 
management - not AI or DSS development. 
IS THE PROPOSED SYSTEM ON-LINE? 
Background - Prototyping models are built to resemble the final 
systems. A working model isn't required to demonstrate batch 
system functionality. System flow diagrams, data entry forms, error 
reports, and written procedures are appropriate ways for 
documenting batch ·sy~tems. 
Risk - What's there to prototype? If you show data entry forms by 
means of a terminal, be sure the users aren't surprised when . the 
final documents are on paper. Sound ridiculous. It won't be if the 
14 
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users exclaim "But l paid for on-line screens, ... after all, that's what 
• 
you showed me!". 
DOES STRONG USER COMMITMENT EXIST? 
Background - "User Commitment" is defined in these ways: 
1) Are the users enthusiastic and supportive of the project, or has it 
been forced upon them? 
2) Will they devote time toward reviews and project responsibilities? 
3) Will they provide funding for revisions resulting from user 
feedback? 
4) Is high-level management supportive of the project so a drastic 
shift in MIS and user resources is prevented. 
5) Will high-level management be accountable for the success of the 
project? 
Risk - Users must spend time evaluating the model to determine if it 
meets their needs. Otherwise, the objectives of the prototype won't 
. be met. Why develop a prototype if MIS personnel are the only ones 
reviewing it. Instead, start-out by developing the final version and 
evolve the application as the users provide feedback, or delay the 
project until they accept responsibility. 
Funding must be provided for building and revising the model. A 
quick and dirty approach may be appropriate but several iterations 
translate quickly into time and money. Also, a substantial portion of 
15 · 
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I 
the overall funding is required. for facilitating user reviews and 
discussing potential changes. 
If management doesn't communicate to the users that the project is 
high-priority, they won't be motivated to meet project 
responsibilities. Also, if the users aren't· accountable for the success 
of the project, they won't have any incentive for meeting budget and 
schedule objectives. This can lead to unmanageable requests of 
functional and cosmetic changes to the model. 
Conclusion(C) - If the answer to any of the last three questions was 
"no", then continue through the decision tree at your own risk. 1· 
recommend not using prototyping because the application doesn't 
meet the basic characteristics for a prototyping model, and the users 
aren't prepared to participate in the process. 
Otherwise, if the application is a transaction based, on-line system, 
that the users are committed to, proceed with the next questions. 
ARE USERS INEXPERIENCED COMPUTER USERS? 
Background - How familiar are the users with a keyboard? How often 
do they use existing on-line systems? How do they feel tow.ard 
computers in their jobs? Can they conceptualize alternatives, or do 
they need to be shown ~tlons using realistic examples? 
IS DATA 1MANIPULATION UNDEFINED? 
Background - If the final system requires a large database 
management structure, then defining data elements and 
16 
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unders.tanding their relationships is critical to the success of the final 
product. This includes both data that appears on the screens and 
data that is transparent, but necessary for co~pleting transactions. 
'. 
IS SYSTEM PROCESSING UNDEFINED? 
Background - System processing defines the transactions (screens) 
required to complete a function. Are add, change, delete capabilities 
combined on one screen or provided on three? Will a function be 
completed by entering data from one screen, or are four screens 
required? Are selection lists or help screens available? These are 
examples of system processing. 
ARE USER-INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS UNDEFINED? 
Background - These are the features affecting the user's interface 
with the system. How well can the user adapt to the system and 
does it meet their performance requirements? Traditionally, these 
,, 
are the factors that determine if a system is "user friendly". 
Will pfkeys be used? Will it be a menu-driven system? Should the 
prototyping model be designed after an existing system? How will 
paging work? How quickly can data be entered? What are the 
validation requirements? 
Conclusion(D) - Skip prototyping if "no" was the answer to all of the 
last four questions - you don't need prototyping! It. would be a 
u 
wasted effort because all requirements for the final system have 
been determined. Unfortunately, the majority of development 
projects aren't so lucky. They are filled with gray areas. 
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IS THE PROJECT SCOPE CLEAR AND NOT AMBIGUOUS? 
Background - This is a subjective answer. The answer is "no" if you 
are uncomfortable about user expectations, or there's a high risk tl1~1t 
· the project scope will change during the prototype. Can the functions 
be documented? Have you satisfied the deliverables from the 
requirements definition phase? 
Conclusion(E) - If you're unsure whether the scope is defined, 
continue through the decision tree. If the answer is "yes", the project 
is ready to use prototyping techniques for analyzing requirements. 
Be prepared to tackle the challenges and reap the benefits. Proceed 
to the next major step toward successful prototyping, identifying the 
project team. 
Do You w ANT TO USE PROTOTYPING TO CLARIFY SCOPE? 
Background - Project scope defines the purpose of a project. It 
identifies the functions that will be implemented in the final system. 
But sometimes these functions are unclear and ambiguous. 
Prototyping is valuable for clarifying on-line functions that are 
replacing existing manual practices, and for clarifying functionality 
that is completely new to an organization. Prototyping clarifies 
project scope by demonstrating functional boundaries. 
l 
Cone I usio,i{F)': ~ Resources will be wasted trying to use prototyping as 
_a_ means for determining overall project scope. Traditional analys'is 
techniques are better for eliminating approaches that are not 
thought-out or supported. Prototyping should not be used to 
'. 
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experiment with incomplete concepts. The project will fail if 
prototyping is "misused" for testing every alternative and idea! 
How WELL Do THE USERS UNDERSTAND THEIR BUSINESS 4t\REA? 
Background - Do the users understand the way the functions are 
currently operating within their own department, and outside 
departments? Do they understand the way information is processed 
through the organization? Do they understand the impact 
automation will have on their business procedures? Have the users 
determined the· methodology for processin·g new functions? 
Conclusion(G) - If the answer is "yes", then why is the scope unclear? 
It's probably for reasons that won't be solved by initiating a 
prototype at this point in the project. The information analyst should 
spend more time with the users analyzing functional requirements 
before attempting to build a model. (Keep in mind, this question is 
only asked by answering "no" to the previous question, "Is the scope 
clear and not ambiguous?") 
If prototyping is used to demonstrate functional relationships among 
departments, the user team must be prepared to resolve business 
issues that arise during review sessions. These business concerns 
should not become a critical success factor for the prototype. They 
should be resolved outside the scope of the prototype. 
'·3:, . 
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· 3. Identify the Prototyping Project Team 
The prototyping project team has a life cycle of its own within the 
overall project plan. It consists of five groups. Three of these groups 
are common to all projects but have spe'cial roles and characteristics 
when participating in a prototyping project. 
Two new groups are introduced; a user review team and a proto-
typing expert. The user review members offer a broader perspective 
of system requirements. They have the opportunity to voice their 
opinions before final system implementation begins. Prototyping 
experts facilitate the construction of the prototyping model. They 
are experienced in developing models that meet project objectives. 
All five groups are bound by three essential components: 
C 
C 
0 
T 
0 
L 
User Review 
Members 
Formal team. 
~ 
Members 
Project 
Managers 
Prototype 
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USER REVIEW MEMBERS 
This group ranging from 6-12 people, should represent a balanced 
cross-section of end users. I recommend including personnel that are 
outspoken a11d understand the business application. Select members 
you've worked with before and others for a fresh perspective. Also, I 
encourage a few "non-believers" to participate in the process. They 
will contribute insight for· the reasons they are resistant to 
automation or opposed to the business methods. Their input can be 
applied toward developing a better quality system. 
The project managers should emphasize to all participants that their 
~ 
review and feedback is valuable to the prototyping process, but 
every suggestion will not be implemented - the goal is to set 
priorities and achieve a concensus of requirements. 
PROTOTYPING EXPERT 
Prototyping experts staff what Bernard Boar3. refers to as a 
"prototyping center". This organization supports the development of 
prototypes by providing experience, personnel, and tools for building 
successful models in the least amount of time. 
This structure isn't in place for the majority of MIS departments but 
the concept can be applied by utilizing existing personnel within an 
organization. The risk is insuring their availability and on-going 
commitment to the project. The person selected should have 
experience with prototyping tool and prototyping projects, pqsitive 
attitude toward criticism, and be flexible to change. 
. .. ·"' 
• . . 
3Bemard H. Boar is an Informations Systems Consultant with AT&T Company 
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APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT TEAM _, 
The .. optimal size of the programming team is two members. The 
developers must maintain close and constant communication among 
themselves because prototyping models deviate from traditional 
programming standards. Custo.mized programming is used for 
demonstrating specific examples. The prototyping philosophy 
0 
supports change, therefore documentation and extensive analysis is 
sacrificed to deliver a model quickly and at the lowest cost. 
.. 
The integrity of the model is difficult to maintain when more than 
two programmers are on the team. The risk increases that a 
programmer overlooks the effect one change has on the entire model. 
Most prototypes are developed "on the fly" without formal 
specifications. -Collisions are likely to occur if more than two people 
are "flying" in the same area. 
MISSION OF THE PROTOTYPING TEAM 
The growth and transformation of a prototyping project team can be 
compared to an airplane trip. The project is the aircraft preparing 
. 
for take-off. Crew members and co-pilots prepare the ·plane for r-
flight as they plan its course and assure basic flying requirements 
are satisfied. 
' 
The airplane is now ready for passengers to board. Every passenger 
-., ,.. ' - "> ' ~ ~ 
expects ·to reach a ·common destination at the same scheduled arrival 
. ' 
time. But each passenger may expect different services during the 
trip. An item that is insignificant to one passenger may be critical to 
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another. A heavy smoker wouldn't notice the absence of· an non-
• 
smoking section, but another couldn't tolerate it. The passengers will 
notify the crew members when the services are unsatisfactory. 
The passengers for a prototyping project are the user review 
members. They expect the system to satisfy certain situations and 
have a responsibility to communicate these requirements to the 
formal project team. After all, the review team isn't along only for 
the ride! - If the plane goes down ..• 
Turbulence that is encountered during the trip, is handled by the co-
pilots with assistance from the air traffic controllers. Prototyping 
projects may require high-level management to resolve conflicts that 
~ cause a project to stagnate or flounder. 
The prototyping model is a vehicle for easing communication among 
all team members, but their participation is required to keep the 
project flying. It's their thoughts that provide the fuel for a 
successful journey. The project gains momentum as it transforms 
user requirements into a working model, similar to satisfied 
customers returning to the same airline, users will be committed to 
the information system. 
In line with this· airline analogy, I've provided a summary of the 
prototyping team, their mission, and characteristics on the next page. 
, 
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Team 
Co-pilots 
User1rv11S Project 
Managers 
Crew Members 
Formal Team 
Members 
Air Traffic 
Controller 
User/MIS 
Management 
Aircraft 
Manufacturer 
Prototyping 
Expert* 
Passengers 
User Review 
Members* 
M~ssion 
• Deliver system according to 
specifications & schedule 
• Determine overall project plan 
• Promote open communication 
• Coordinate efforts of formal 
project team & review members 
• Keep manaqement informed 
• Actively participate in 
functional analysis 
• Rally support and provide 
perspective of respective user 
organizations 
• Prioritize system requirements 
• Resolve conflicts 
• Ensure project is consistant wit~ 
short and long term plans 
• Provide resources 
• Assign competent and compatible 
project managers 
• Provide assistance for building 
model that meets the 
objectives of the prototyping 
project in the quickest time 
• Recommends the best tool to use 
for the application 
• Provide feedback of prototyping 
model 
• Contribute to success of final 
system by verifying model 
meets requirements 
•unique to p~ototyping projects 
24 
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• One user representative and 
one MIS analyst with 
- good analytical and 
communciation skills 
- knowledgeable about 
business area 
- postitive attitude toward 
criticism and change 
• One representative f ram 
each user inter-
disciplinary area 
- knowledgeable of business 
area 
- similiar levels of 
authority 
• One or two developers 
- skilled with prototyping 
tools 
• One user manager and 
one MIS manager 
-influential stance 
over all team members 
- positioned to allocate 
resources 
- receptive to ideas and 
opinions from all levels 
of team participants 
• One prototyping expert. with 
- expertise in various 
prototyping tools 
- good communication skills 
- prior experience in 
successful prototyping 
projects 
• 6-12 representatives of 
end system users 
• Varying levels of user 
computer literacy 
• All levels of management 
that will be using system 
• Cross-section of business " 
areas 
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4. Determine User Expectations for Prototype 
This process involves two steps: 1) Defining what users expect from 
the prototyping model, 2) Negotiating their expectations. 
Defining User Expectations - Step one is a challenge since users 
often don't know what they want. They are looking to the developer 
to guide them through the options. A good place to start is for the 
users to answer: What do you expect the model to do? Why do you 
prefer to start with a prototyping model instead of starting to 
develop the final system? 
If you receive blank stares, don't be surprised. Most users aren't 
familiar with the term "prototyping". Prototyping is jargon of data 
processing professionals and its their responsibility to inform users 
of its advantages and its place . as a development strategy. If users 
are convinced of its potential then a way must be found to learn 
about their expectations. 
I've developed a worksheet as a tool for focusing discussion with the 
users. The results provide documentation for requirements, priorities 
and associated costs. It serves as a benchmark for determining when 
the prototype is finished and will provide guidelines for the next 
step, "De.veloping the Model". The "initials" column on the worksheet 
is · beneficial for projects requiring formal accountability of the 
decision process. 
By evaluating the results of the worksheet, conflicting expectations 
and potential problems can surface. For example, if the users expect 
25 
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a "hands on" model and also expect_ a low cost project, then these are 
conflicting expectations that 1 need to be negotiated. A model that the 
users are going to use for an extended period is more complex tl1an 
one developed only for demonstration purposes. Also, if a "hands on" 
model is developed, the users must support the resources and 
provide an incentive for its use. If not, money has been spent 
building a sophisticated model that no one has time to use. 
Negotiating User Expectations - Given a number._. __ of choices, 
users are receptive to review of trade-offs that may effect prototype 
~evelopment. The trade-offs can be quantified in terms of cost, 
schedule, resources and functionality. The prototyping team must 
decide on the purpose and complexity of the model. This will 
facilitate time management by the analyst in developing the "right" 
model and will increase the users' acceptance of the total project. 
It's even more important to clarify the features the model won't 
support. This will be a factor when time or money is running out and 
the users exclaim, "but it doesn't handle the exception cases". The 
worksheet provides evidence that the project team agreed the model 
would be designed- to handle 80% of the cases, not the 1 % exceptions. 
·If requirements are added to the original terms, then new 
negotiations are needed. 
The formality of this process is dependent on your wo~king relation-
ship with the users: their reputation for changing specifications and 
your reputation for un·derstanding them. In the most difficµlt 
circumstances, a documented checklist of "expectations will be a 
valuable tool. 
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Users expectations worksheet 
for Prototypinq Model 
Project Administration 
• Cost constraints 
• Schedule constraints 
• Resource limitations 
- End users 
- Development team 
Use of system 
• Leave with users for period of time 
- Incentive to use system 
- Users computer literate 
- Extensive traininq required 
- Concurrent update 
• Demonstrated by IS analyst 
- Show a few customized examples 
- Handle a wide ranqe of examples 
Purpose of model 
• Verify business methodoloqy 
• Gain acceptance and visibility 
• Resolve business issues 
• Generate ideas 
• Handle 100°/o of cases 
• Handle up t_o 80°/o of cases 
Programming factors 
• Extensive validation 
• Database required 
• Verify calculations 
• Interact with other systems 
• Screen data dependency 
Desi an considerations 
• Modeled after existinq system 
• Screen desiqns important 
• User friendliness important 
' ,' ' ... . , 
• Concurrent use of final system 
I ,.-- ·-
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5. Set-Up the Environment 
Formalizing the Review/Quality Process 
Envision the government has commissioned your organization to 
design a prototype for a new aircraft that will travel at explosive 
speeds and provide unmatched target ranges. The results will 
determine if your company receives a production contract. Your 
mission is to.: produce a better quality aircraft than your competition, 
. 
utilize resources -most effectively, and deliver the prototype in a 
timely manner. A quality process will be implemented to minimize 
the impact changes will have on costs and schedules. 
If we operated in a competitive environment, formalizing the q!,lality 
process would be standard operating procedures. It is a pivotal step 
for managing change. It insures delivery and presentation of the 
prototype succeeds in validating users expectations while utilizing 
-
resources most effectively. This process sets the guidelines for 
·t 
ending the prototyping effort and beginning the implementation 
phase. Refer to the results from the "users expectation checklist" for 
, 
deriving the answers to these items. 
For1nalize Action Items 
1. Establish a Target Date for Completing the Prototyping Process 
2. Identify Budget Constraints 
3. Identify the Review Participants 
4. Define the Process for Resolving Conflicts 
5. Select the Presentation Mode for tlze Review Sessions 
6. Establish the Frequency of the Review Sessions 
7. Establish Change Procedures 
.. 
8. Identify Issues to be Addressed During the Reviews 
., 28 
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1. Establish a Target Date for Completing the Prototyping 
Process - The project team needs a common focus so they are 
committed to meeting project objectives within a specific time 
period. The review schedule and change procedures should be 
designed to support this date. Conversely, this deadline provides an 
incentive for insuring the schedule and changes are managed. It is 
1 also required for forecasting implementation schedules and resource 
requirements. 
2. Identify Budget Constraints - The opjective of formalizing the 
review process is to provide structure to a potentially volatile 
process. Unscheduled and frequent reviews can significantly impact 
project costs. Time spent preparing for demonstrations and follow-
up discussions is of ten under estimated. Programming costs for 
changes to the model need to be balanced against the value added to 
the prototyping process. All these factors need to f be evaluated 
based on budget constraints defined up front. 
3. Identify the Review Participants Identify the participants, 
their titles, roles and physical locations. These are attributes -
affecting the presentation mode of the review sessions. The 
background and interests of the participants will also drive which 
issues are discussed during · the reviews. 
Identify the review meeting leaders. Traditionally, system 
developer_s have conducted all computer demonstrations, but the 
prototyping process will be more successful if the key users lead the 
discussions with their subordinates. This has two benefits: 1) it will 
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ve1rify the key user and system developers agree with the f ea tu res 
the model does and does not support, 2) the key user will be in a 
position to field business concerns raised during the sessions. 
4. Define the Process for Resolving Conflicts - I recommend 
scheduling checkpoint reviews with the formal project team so 
concerns and potential changes can be collectively reviewed. Identify 
the individual having responsibility for resolving conflicts. Don't 
lose project momentum by interrupting it with every concern that 
arises. Establish a means for recording and resolving them so the 
prototype keeps moving! The prototyping process is only one vehicle 
for reaching resolutions. 
( 
5. Select the Presentation Mode for the Review Sessions 
Several strategies are available for reviewing the prototype: 1) 
conduct teletraining sessions, 2) provide users with initial training, 
let them use it for awhile, then conduct follow-up reviews, 3) 
conduct demonstrations with all participants physically located 
together. 
Teletraining is a concept that blends training techniques and 
teleconferencing technology. Interactive writing devices, 
omnidirectional microphones, facsimile, and other teleconferencing 
! 
equipment are linked together over ordinary telephone lines to 
deliver the verbal and visual elements of a training presentation 
from one location to remote locations virtually anywhere in the 
wor Id 4. The meeting leader can stay in one place and the users can 
4This description is provided by a AT&T Teletraining Skills Course 
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simultaneously view the model while discussing feedback with the 
participants located across the country. This technique is successful 
for receiving feedback from a largely dispersed group in a short 
period of time. It also reduces travel time and expenses. 
Giving users the prototype for a period of time appears to be the 
optimal choice - after all prototyping has expressed the virtues of 
hands-on use. But this approach requires close evaluation before it 
is chosen. First, will time be allocated for users to test the system. 
User management may verbalize the commitment, but will daily 
responsibilities be reassigned to allow time for testing. If the time or 
incentive is lacking, don't plan on developing a model for "hands on" 
use.. The development costs will be 3-5 times higher than a 
customized demonstration model because it must be in a state that 
the users can adequately test it. More time will be spent "polishing" 
· user-interfaces and developin)""~he functionality. In most cases, a 
database structure will need to be built. This effort will be a sound 
investment if no changes are required, but this unlikely and conflicts 
with the philosophy of prototyping. 
The best feedback-. is received when all participants are in the same 
location during a planned review session. Development costs will be 
minimized because the model will be developed to demonstrate 
customized examples. 
6. Establish the Frequency of the Review Sessions -
. ,, 
Formalizing the number of review sessions and the deadline for the 
prototype to finish will encourage participants to honor their 
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commitme'nts - if they don't participate in the process their chance to 
contribute to the final system is lost. Con1solidating review sessions 
supports the change process. Major revisions can be made at 
· scheduled intervals and. presented together. Concerns can be 
gathered and addressed collectively. 
7. Establish Change Procedures - This will prevent nickel and 
dime (now $5 and $25) changes to the system from being 
implemented at every request and often the requests may be 
conflicting. The purpose of these reviews is to receive a wide range 
of feedback then collectively evaluate them. It's the formal project 
team's responsibility to decide which suggestions will meet the 
overall objectives of the project - balancing costs, timing and 
expectations. 
8. Identify Issues to be Addressed During the Reviews - This 
activity will provide a focus for the review sessions. · It's very easy 
during the review to deviate from the key points and spend hours 
discussing column heading. Identify the objectives and · accomplish 
them by facilitating the discussion. 
User management needs to brief the participants on their roles and 
the purpose of the review session. This will establish a common 
objective and prevent discussion of a personal pet peeves or 
misguided preconceptions that will hinder the success of the reviews. 
> -7 J.,J..;'. 
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Selecting the Prototyping Tool 
" 
When I began the research for this paper, I planned on this topic 
being the most involved andf)critical to the prototyping process. 
There are so many tools available, the task of evaluating them and 
making recommendations seemed overwhelming. I began with the 
assumption that PC tools were the preferred choice over mainframe 
tools for all circumstances. This resulted from frustrating experiences 
with mainframe development tools caused by: 
• Organizational boundaries pr~vented flexible creation of 
IDMS prototyping databases . 
. \ • On-line development tools were new and application 
developers didn't know how to apply them for prototyping. 
• Lack of understanding about the prototyping process. 
Organizations, such as AT&T have found success with using 
ADSO/IDMS for application prototyping. These factors have changed 
to a degree that mainframe tools are now a viable option: 
• Organizations have adopted a policy for creating small 
prototyping databases that developers can maintain. 
• The proficiency level of ADSO/IDMS has significantly 
increased. 
• Guidelines have been established for the prototyping 
process. 
I've established simple criteria for determining whether a 
mainframe or PC tool is the best choice. As a result of a tool 
evaluation, the tools that rank the highest for ease of use and 
versatility are listed. Both 'the mainframe and PC tools selected, 
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support data management and programming capabilities. Additional 
information on this evaluation is provided in Appendix B. 
Conditions Recommendation 
I. Final system is mainframe 
2. User-interface critical factor 
Use Mainframe Tool 
(IDMS/ADSO, TSO/SPF) 
1. Final system is mainframe Use PC tool to minimize 
costs unless you are much 
more proficient in 
mainframe technology 
2. User-interface is not critical 
3. Functionality is critical factor 
I. Final system will be 
PC based 
Use PC tool - (R:base 5000, 
dBase III Plus, Paradox,5 
Power-base6 
* select the tool you will be using for final development 
or the one in which you are more proficient 
The above selection process is based on these observations: 
• Functionality designed for final implementation on a 
mainframe development tool is difficult to simulate on a PC. 
The reverse is also true. 
• A variety of mainframe tools and PC relational database 
packages are available that provide extreme versatility, 
therefore select the one tool you with which you are most 
proficient. 
• User-interfaces aren't interchangeable between mainframe 
and PC tools - except for a high price. 
If this section seems over simplified, you may be having the• same 
reaction I did. There are so many tools available that it presented a 
. . 
sense of anxiousness and fascination about tool selection. There was 
5 Ansa Software 
6Powerbase Systems, Inc. 
\ 
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a feeling that the "right" tool would provide the missing lin1c to 
successful prototyping. Proper tool selection is only one component to 
the entire process. The bottom line is the technology selected for 
final system implementation, can also be used for prototyping. 
In the past, we envisioned the ideal prototyping tool was different 
from the ideal development tool, but they are one in the same. What 
value is a tool that paints a screen in 10 minutes if it doesn't support 
the features that will meet your overall prototyping objectives, such 
as simulating user interfaces. The tools available now will provide 
everything from application generators to data management. 
Understanding what features to use and how to efficiently develop 
the model, is the key to developing a flexible prototype. 
\ 
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6. Developin·g the Model 
, 
This section describes guidelines that use structured programming 
,, 
techniques of the present with one of the forbidden techniqt1es of the 
past - hardcoding. The combination of these two produce a flexible 
model in a short period of time. This design strategy deviates from 
standardized programming procedures but will accomplish the goals 
of prototyping. 
Described below are general guidelines for developing the model. 
They apply to any software development tool. 
GUIDELINES 
• Use small amounts of test data. In most cases, maintaining 
large volumes of data is unnecessary. 
• Use hardcoding to simulate validation and database retrieval. 
• Don't be concerned with performance unless this is a main 
objective of the prototype. 
• Don't implement complex logic or processing routines. Use 
hardcoding to display expected results. 
• Customize examples - Work with users to gather a few 
examples that will demonstrate realistic cases. 
• Don't spend time making the model 100% bug free. The 
model will be changing so it's not worthwhile polishing each 
iteration. Explain to users why the prototype environment may 
be unstable. 
• Search for opportunities to copy programs and maps from 
existing systems. 
• Utilize structured programming tech·niques so iterations of 
changes can be easily made. 
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• Develop code and maps so they can be used as a framework 
for final system development. ~ 
• Use the screen layouts from the functional design phase to 
begin building map. If these weren't designed, prototype 
development has started too early in the project life cycle. 
• Only build a database structure when it's absolutely needed 
to achieve the objectives of the prototype. Refer to the"user 
expectation checklist" analysis for determining if this is a 
requirement. 
A prototyping expert will benefit the project by knowing how to 
implement these guidelines for each environment. Until this point, 
the major steps of prototyping could be completed without the 
assistance of a prototyping expert, but I strongly recommend that a 
person experienced with prototyping and familiar with the tools, be 
involved in th~ development effort. They will apply the right mix of 
techniques for validation, data management and structured 
• programming. 
Prototyping has generated a lot of discussion on reusable code. In 
the past, developing the models consumed a significant amount of 
resources and management was concerned that this was a lost 1 
investment. The environment for prototyping has changed. Better 
tools are available and developing a model within the "prototyping 
process" as described in this paper, will decrease the development 
effort. The emphasis should be on screens and functionality, not 
reusable code. 
,· 
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Recommendations for an 1DMS/ADS07 Environment 
OLM - Online Mapping - Create a shell and use it to create 
subsequent maps. 
RECORDS - Use standard naming conventions for records and 
elements so they can be reused for final system implementation. 
ADS A - Use ADSA as the transfer control facility. It supports global 
records which allow data to be passed from dialog to dialog. 
ADSG - Establish use of PFKEYS to ~asily transfer from screen to 
screen. 
D ML O - This facility is recommended for populating and maintaining 
small amounts of test data. 
OLQ - OnLine Query is an interactive system used for information 
retrieval and report building. It can be executed by issuing single 
commands or a menu-driven mode (OLQ Menu) is available for more 
complicated queries. It is an extremely useful way to navigate a 
database. It can also be set-up to run in the batch environment 
IDMS - When a database is required, small, uncomplicated databases 
can be created in a reasonable amount of time. (4-8 hours). 
7 ADS/Online a facility that allows users to develop and execute online 
applications, including applications that query an·d update an IDMS database. 
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III. CASE STUDIES 
This sections describes two projects that adopted a prototyping 
strategy for verifying user expectations. The first prototype was 
conducted without a clear vision of the prototyping process. An 
assessment of its problems provided valuable input toward 
development of recommendations presented in this paper. The 
second project applied these guidelines and proves the recommended 
methodology leads to successful application protqtyping. 
1· 
The facts for each case are presented according to the major steps 
outlined in Section 2. An evaluation follows each case that justifies 
why these steps were selected as the key components for the 
prototyping process. 
Background - Both projects had similar backgrounds. They were 
initiated to replace manual procedures with on-line capabilities. The 
final systems would be enhancements to an existing IDMS/ADSO 
~ 
application. The users were dispersed across the country with · 
administrative and MIS support centrally located. A prototyping 
strategy was used for managing risks associated with a dispersed 
user group, and to provide an effective means for validating system 
requirements. 
CASE 1 - ''Hindsight is Golden'' 
Step 1 - What stage in the project life cycle was the prototype 
developed - Prototype development began at the beginning of the 
external design phase. The requirements definition phase was 
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completed but the~ deliverables were not formally approved by. the 
. 
user group - no signatures were requested to verify specifications. 
Several iterations of screen layouts were designed and final versions 
were verbally agreed on by the user project team. Several issues on 
.. system processing were unresolved when the prototyping effort 
... 
began. 
Step 2 - Was the project appropriate for prototyping - The project fit 
these criteria for an appropriate prototyping proje(:t: 
• Prototyping was initiated at the beginning of the external 
design phase. 
• The system was on-line and transaction based. 
• The final system was not to be developed as "quick & dirty". 
• System processing did not include complex algorithms. 
• The prototype was a means to verify the user-interface and 
system processing. 
• The project scope was clearly defined. 
These two characteristics violated the recommendations outlined by 
the decision tree on page 11. 
• Lack of strong user commitment. 
• A new software evaluation would be conducted as part of 
)I. the prototype. 
Step 3 - Identify the MIS/User Project Team - Four of the five 
groups that comprise a prototyping team were identified to the 
project:, 1) Project managers, 2) User review members, 3) Formal 
team members, 4) MIS/User management. A prototyping expert did 
not participate on the team. A group of field users participated in 
review sessions, but conflicting opinions -on the degree of influence 
• 
they should have on the model became a underlying area of 
contention among the project team. There was disagreement within 
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the user community on who the real customers were - central 
representatives or field personnel. This may have been avoided if 
roles and responsibilities were clarified at the beginning of the 
prototype. 
Step 4 - Determine User Expectations - The project team concurred 
that a working model would be developed but the specific 
requirements and objectives were not defined or negotiated. The 
gap grew larger between application developers assumptions and the 
two user groups expectations as the project progressed ( or 
regressed). Project priorities and objectives were not established, 
therefore it was difficult to control the scope of changes. The model 
was continuously revised to satisfy expectations as they surf aced 
without regard to cost and schedule implications. It was very 
difficult to determine when the prototype was finished because there 
was no criteria for measuring when a task was complete. 
Step 5 - Set-up the Environment 
Formalizing the Review Process - No procedures were established 
for resolving issues and conflicts, or assessing changes. Completion 
dates were set but then affected by resource problems. This 
contributed toward the prototyping effort extending months beyond 
the original deadline. The project became diluted with issues outside 
the original scope and became increasingly difficult to manage. 
Budget constraints were documented but not used as a means for 
'-
n~gotiating changes. 
• 
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Selecting the Tool - The final system would be integrated with an 
existing IDMS/ADSO application and the user-interface was 
important, so ADSO was selected as the development tool. Also, the 
application programmers were familiar with its use. A database was 
required to support the system processing developed for the model. 
AS F8 was being evaluated as a prototyping tool, so the developers 
_ used this opportunity to test ASF data management capabilities. It 
was the only option available for creating a prototyping database 
•-
within an ADSO environment. 
Step 6 - Develop the Model - A challenge to the development team 
was trying to use ASF. Capabilities that the product advertised, LRF 
(logical record facility), were cumbersome to use and in some cases, 
didn't work at all. This caused rewriting several programs and 
technical design changes. Hardcoding was utilized and shortcuts, 
·were developed but complex processing logic evolved as the 
functionality expanded. In retrospect, the database was not 
necessary for building the model. The expanded functionality and 
data management problems contributed to the development effort 
exceeding 60% of-\ the prototyping project costs. 
8The Automatic System Facility (ASF) is an online, menu-driven facility that . 
pro.vides database management system capabilities. ASF is a product of Cullinet 
Soft'ware Inc. 
.. 
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EVALUATION 
El Reviews 
ri1 Meetings 
ED Development 
• 
A prototyping strategy was adopted to manage risks, but instead it 
compounded them. An assessment of the problems is provided 
below: 
Cause • • • 
• Lack of user commitment 
• Changing functionality 
• Testing new software 
• Confusion on who the "real" 
customers are 
• Conflicting expectations 
• Lack of understanding on the 
prototyping process 
Effect(-) 
• Unresolved Issues 
• Ambiguous requirements 
• Prototype development 
budget exceeded 
• Frustrated project team 
• Project schedules extended 
A benefit and inherent risk of ·prototyping is that it provides an 
environment for change. This project proves what can happen when 
these changes aren't measured against predefined expectations and 
priorities. The functionality was fairly simple at the beginning of the 
-
prototype but then evolved to implementation of new business 
procedures. The issues surrounding these procedures absorbed 
resources that should have been directed toward the original effort. 
The application developers applied traditional programming 
standards to qeveloping the prototyping. Hardcoding techniques 
/ 
i 
\ II 
were applied for validation, but too much time was spent refinin~ 
system processing. that ultimately changed. As mentioned befor~, a 
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database was built because the users expected to use the system for 
a period of time, but this never materialized because of resources 
constraints . 
These two steps would have prevented the project from deviating 
from its original objectives. 
I. 
1. Formalize the Review Process to: 
• Manage Change 
• Maintain Project Schedule and 
Control Costs 
2. Define Users Expectations to: 
• Establish Project Priorities 
• Set Guidelines for Developing the Model 
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CASE 2 - '' Applying the Prototyping Process'' 
This project applied the techniques recommended in this paper and 
demonstrates how it facilitated the prototyping process. 
Step 1 - What stage in the project life cycle was the prototype 
developed - The requirements definition phase had been completed 
prior to the initiation of the prototyping process. Standard 
deliverables included a conceptual model, preliminary screen 
designs, system requirements, and organizational interfaces. 
Step 2 - Was the project appropriate for prototyping - The project 
satisfied all criteria for an appropriate prototyping project: 
\ 
• Prototyping was initiated at the beginning of the external 
design phase. 
• The system was on-line and transaction based. 
• The final system was not to be developed as "quick & dirty". 
• System processing did not include complex algorithms. 
• The prototype was a means to verify the user-interface and 
system processing. 
• The project scope was clearly defined. 
• Strong user commitment existed. 
• The application developers were familiar with the 
development tool. 
The users demonstrated their commitment by providing resources, 
direction and enthusiasm to the project. 
Step 3 - Identify the MIS/User Project Team - This project included 
" 
all five groups that were recommended for this step. The user 
. 
project manager gained support from his business area by promoting 
the participation of users that were directly involved with the new 
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functionality. He satisfied the characteristics for an effective -user 
project manag~r; good communication skills, knowledgeable· about 
the business area, and positive attitude toward criticism and change. 
The project scope impacted four inter-disciplinary organizations. The 
formal project team included key representatives from each group. 
Six locations from across the country were involved with the review 
sessions. The MIS project manager filled the role of the prototyping 
expert. She was proficient with ADSO and understood how to 
effectively apply it for developing a prototyping model. 
Step 4 - Determine User Expectations - The expectations were 
defined before development began. This prevented "over 
developing" the model. Initially, the user project manager 
' 
envisioned representatives from the sales force would use the model 
for "hands on" testing. After evaluating its feasibility, this proposal 
was unrealistic because of higher priorities and their lack of 
• 
computer expertise. It became obvious they were interested in 
viewing it as a demonstration model only. This led to developing a 
model that would demonstrate customized examples selected by the 
user project manager. By defining the expectations for the working 
(~. . model, extensive data management capabilities weren't required, 
therefore a database wasn't built. 
Discussions leading to expanded functionality were managed by 
evaluating them against the original set of project objectives. This 
technique enabled the project to stay on course. The project team 
agreed to defer functional enhancements to a later phase . 
.  
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Step 5 - Set-up the Environment 
Formalizing the Review Process - The number of field and central 
reviews were documented and adhered to during the prototyping 
process. A teletraining session was conducted for field office 
reviews. The participants were briefed on the purpose of the session 
and their roles. The project team determined two. iterations of 
changes would be made, so any changes were deferred until all 
changes were collectively reviewed. The user project manager was 
the focal point for resolving issues and· managing conflicts that were 
raised by any of the four inter-disciplinary groups. 
Selecting the Tool - The tool selection process followed the 
guidelines presented in this paper. The final system would be 
integrated with an existing IDMS/ADSO application and defining the 
user-interface was a primary objective 
was selected as the development tool. 
was proficient with its use. 
for the prototype, -0ADSO 
Also, the development team 
Step 6 - Develop the Model - Each screen was dependent on data 
processed from a prior screen. It was achieved without the use· of a 
database by combining hardcoding and ADSO global records. 
Programs and maps were designed so they would be used as shells 
for the final implementation phase. The model was built by two 
developers. This effort represented a third of the total prototyping 
project costs. Development was simplified because the requirements 
for a database were properly analyzed and subsequently eliminated . 
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This is a summary of the project characteristics leading to a 
successful prototyping effort that was measured by the high degree 
of user satisfaction. 
Cause ... 
• Strong user commitment 
• Changing Functionality 
• Understanding of the 
prototyping process 
• Clarification of project 
members roles 
• Expectations defined 
• Cooperative project team 
prototyping process 
Effect(+) 
• Active participation 
• Issues/conflicts 
managed 
• Valuable feedback 
• Risks were managed 
• Ability to determine 
when the prototype was 
complete 
• Project budget and 
schedules met 
• Very satisfied customers 
This prototype was successful because the prototyping process was 
understood and applied, and potential risks were recognized and 
, 
managed. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
• 
The prototyping strategy facilitates delivery of large projects by 
segmenting the requirement definition activities into manageable 
pieces. It is a technique that takes the form of on line screens and 
system processing. It is not an end in itself or an excuse for 
abandoning project management. It provides a common baseline for 
the project team to define system requirements. The prototyping 
process is described by six major steps that focus on: 
• Cohesive Project Teams 
• Identification of Users Expectations 
• Quick Problem Resolution 
• Short Project Duration 
• Responsive Technological Tools 
Recommendations to Implement the '' Prototyping Process'' 
(If AT&T can do it, why can't we?) 
The answer is simple - dedicated project teams. This is more than. 
motivated and competent individuals. It requires that MIS and user 
organizations dedicate 100% of key users and application developers 
time to the project. Also, designated "project rooms" for the team 
members to physic_ally relocate for the duration of the project, - will 
support the development effort. 
The President of a corporation will adopt this same strategy when 
he/she wants to accomplish a "special project". A team of experts are _ 
temporarily relieved of present responsibilities and completely 
dedicated to this special assignment. 
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"Rapid prototyping" is a term frequently appearing in · today's 
computer literature. It proposes that prototype development begin 
during the functional analysis phase of a project - when user 
requirements have been defined at a high-level. This concept would 
be successful in an environment with few end-users and a dedicated 
project team. It attempts to use the model as a means for defining 
functionality. But this is the main cause prototypes fail - because 
functionality wasn't properly analyzed before prototyping began. The 
environment that we deal with for most projects involves a large, 
widely dispersed user group that represents several inter-
disciplinary departments. Sound system analysis is required to 
consider the impact and needs of all users. 
The search for a quicker method of prototyping ( implied by the 
term, "rapid prototyping") suggests that application prototyping 
hasn't been a responsive technique for requirements definition. This 
problem is result of three factors: 1) lack of understanding about the 
prototyping process, 2) limitations of technology tools, 3) 
organizational structures which do not allow "dedicated" project 
teams. 
The first t:wo factors have been resolved but the third requires 
cooperation among organizations to support dedicated project teams 
that expand beyond a MIS development team. 
Project risk increases with the duration of the project. By utilizing a 
"SWAT" team approach to prototyping, a better quality system will 
be delivered sooner to the end users! How can we argue with the 
same strategy used by the pr~sidents of our companies for achieving 
' 
their high priority projects. 
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APPENDIX~~ STANDARD DELIVERABLE DEFINITIONS 
*** PROJECT MANAGEMENT DELIVERABLES 
Project Authorization (PA) 
Resource Plan 
'\ 
PC70 Input 
List of Phase Deliverables 
Risk Assessment Summary 
Earned Value Report 
Monthly Status Report 
Formal document wh1ch provides the standard 
for next phase(s) format used to authorize 
MIS projects. Includes information 
summarizing project scope, benefits, r1sk, 
schedule, and funding. 
Document which indicates project tasks/ 
deliverables, resources assigned, and 
completion schedule. Recommended format is 
standard Gantt chart/resource summary from 
Project Manager Workbench. 
Standard input forms for establishing and 
maintaining new projects/segments in the 
MIS Project Control System (PC70). 
Standard document prepared for each project 
phase to indicate agreed upon project 
deliverables and who must review/approve 
each deliverable. 
Standard document which summarizes project 
risk by category (size/complexity, 
structure, and technology) and indicates 
factors contributing to risk and 
corresponding techniques for managing 
project risk. 
Standard report which provides comparisons 
of actual versus planned project 
performance for project monitoring and 
control. Performance 
measurement/forecasting is based on percent 
complete for each activity/deliverable. 
Formal document issued monthly to an 
appropriate distribution of user/MIS 
management. Used to communicate 
accomplishments, objectives, forecast 
changes, and project spending/schedule 
summary for major development projects . 
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APPENDIX A. (continued) 
*** PROJECT INITIATION 
Project In1t1ation Report Formal report or memo which documents the 
results of the initial project planning 
effort. Should include project objectives, 
scope, benefit areas, development approach, 
preliminary risk assessment and total 
project estimate/estimate classification. 
*** SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION 
Description/Flowchart of 
User Business Functions 
Identification of Problems/ 
Opportunities 
Summary of Existing System 
Inputs/Outputs/Files/ 
Inquiries 
Conceptual Data Base Design 
Operational Cons1derations 
Definition of General 
Security Requirements 
Description of Proposed 
System/Organization 
Interfaces 
' ' '' \ 
High-level flowchart with corresponding 
description of user business functions. 
Used to define functional scope, 
organizational coverage, interfaces, 
boundaries for automation . 
Document which identifies 
problems/opportunities 
with existing manual or automated system{s). 
Document which summarizes the various system 
attributes of the existing system. 
Supporting appendix should include samples 
of existing source/input documents, 
reports) files, and screens. 
Document which consists of conceptual data 
model and corresponding entity/attribute 
definitions. 
Document which describes the operating 
environment (type of processing, types of-
hardware/software) plus security, control, 
backup/recovery, and performance 
considerations. 
Document which describes general security 
requirements (i.e. type of data, access, 
people/groups involved, stewardship 
responsibility). 
Document which describes the proposed system 
interfaces (manual or automated) and the 
organizational interfaces for cross-
functional applications. Combination of 
schematic and narrative is recommended. 
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APPENDIX A. (continued) 
Prioritized List of System 
Requirements 
System Requirements 
Definition Report 
*** SYSTEM DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
List of Assumptions/ 
Constraints 
Description/Flowchart of 
Alternative Solutions 
List of Proposed System 
Attributes (Inputs/Outputs/ 
Files/Inquiries) 
Description of Proposed 
Files/Data Bases 
Description of System 
Functions 
Alternatives for Security 
L1st of system requirements indicating 
mandatory/optional system features to be 
used for assessing design alternatives. 
Formal report which documents the results 
of the SRO phase. Includes package of 
phase deliverables plus recommendations for 
proceeding, development plan (strategy, 
resource requirements, cost/schedule), and 
revised benefit/risk summaries. 
Document which identifies any assumptions 
and/or constraints that will influence the 
selection of the design alternative. 
High-level flowchart with corresponding 
description of each proposed design 
alternative. Used to define scope, 
interfaces, boundaries for automation, and 
technologies to be employed. 
Document which lists for each design 
alternative the proposed inputs/outputs/ 
files/inquiries. Used to highlight 
differences in functionality provided by 
each alternative. 
Document which de~cribes the proposed system 
files/data bases and their general data 
content. ,, 
Narrative which describes system funct1ons 
(from the user's viewpoint) performed to 
process input, outputs, files, and 
inquiries. 
Narrative which describes alternatives for 
security (ACF2, application, administrative/ 
custodial responsibility, special 
considerations, i.e. encryption, physical 
security, etc.) 
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APPENDIX A. (cont1nued) 
Tang1ble/Intangible 
Benef1ts 
Product1on Costs/Schedules 
Development Costs/Schedules 
System Design Alternat1ves 
Report 
• 
Document which 1dent1fies tangible 
(quantifiable) and intang1ble benef1ts for 
each alternative. 
Document which 1dent1f1es estimated 
production costs/schedules for each 
alternative. 
Document which 1dentifies est1mated 
development costs/schedules for each 
alternative. 
Formal report which documents the results of 
the SDA phase. Includes: 
• Evaluation Criteria used to select 
recommended alternative 
• Evaluation Summary which compares 
functionality, benefits, costs, and 
schedules for each alternative 
• Recommended alternative/plan for next 
phase(s). 
*** SYSTEM EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Hardware/Software 
Configuration 
Prototype System Acceptance 
Criteria 
• 
·-
Logical Data Base Des1gn 
.. 
Document wh1ch identifies items to be 
acquired/installed for the new system. 
Used to communicate lead times for planning 
and as source of information for initiating 
formal request for hardware. · 
Document which identifies specific criteria 
determining prototype system acceptance 
(e.g. functionality, scope, level ·of 
validation). Defines what prototype wi·ll 
do? 
Document which consists of logical data 
model and corresponding transaction 
definitions, record keys, indices or 
alternate keys. 
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APPENDIX A. (cont1nued) 
F1le/Table Layouts 
t 
Layouts of Input/Inquiry 
Screens 
Layouts of Reports 
Screens 
Detailed Functional 
Flowchart 
Data Control· Requirements 
Security Requirements 
Definition of System 
Processing 
--· --- ~- - .. --. .. • . ,,- . --.----·,-·· ------- ·-- - . - - r,-
• • • • 
The prototype is a self-documenting 
deliverable for file/table descriptions. 
Document files/tables not included ·in the 
scope of the prototype but required for the 
production system . 
The prototype illustrates screen layouts 
required for input and inquiry. Document 
screen layouts to be used in the final 
system but not included in the prototype. 
Proposed physical layouts of each report. 
Include report distribution, frequency, and 
microfiche requirements. Identify any 
on-line screens that trigger batch reports. 
Comprehensive functional flowchart of the 
new system illustrating all the inputs, 
outputs, files, inquiries, interfaces with 
external systems, and manual procedures. 
The prototype can be used as a substitute 
to the narrative when the system flow is 
demonstrated by the working model. 
Narrative which describes the manual and 
automated procedures for verifying the 
integrity of the system data. 
Narrative which describes the detailed 
security requirements to prevent 
unauthorized access to data and/or the 
physical system. Include security 
maintenance procedures (forms/approval 
for users, required reporting). 
The prototype, depending on its level of 
sophistication, will provide the user's 
view of file updating, retrieval, 
algorithms, and validation. Document any 
information listed above that is not 
defined or obvious by the prototype. 
Reference fields on physical screens to 
describe validation and algorithms. 
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APPENDIX A. (continued) 
Error Correct1on Procedures 
System Backup/Recovery 
Procedures 
F1nal System Acceptance 
Cr1ter1a 
Prel1m1nary Test/Convers1on/ 
Implementat1on Plans 
System External Spec1f1-
cat1ons Report 
Narrative wh1ch descr1bes user procedures 
for error correct1on. 
Narrative which descr1bes procedures for 
backup/recovery in the event of a system 
fa1lure. Include f1le/data retent1on and 
arch1val considerations. 
Document which identifies spec1f1c cr1ter1a 
for determining system acceptance (e.g. 
response time requirements, simultaneous 
update, spec1f1c functionality). 
Proposed schedule of activities/tasks and 
resource requirements for test, conversion, 
and implementation efforts. Gantt chart is 
recommended to 11lustrate overall sequence/ 
phasing/timeframe. 
Format report which documents the results 
of the SES phase. Includes package of phase 
deliverables plus development plan (resource 
requirements, costs/schedule), revised 
benefit/risk summaries, and revised list of 
assumptions/constraints. The prototype can 
be used to satisfy deliverable requirements 
where they apply. 
*** SYSTEM INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Technical System Flowchart/ 
Narrat1ve 
Jobstream Flowchart/ 
Narrat1ve 
F1nal Layouts of Input/ 
Inquiry Screens 
Detailed system flowchart with corresponding 
description of all planned programs, files, 
inputs/outputs, system interfaces, and 
jobstream relat1onships. 
Detailed jobstream flowchart with 
corresponding descript1on (may be part of 
. technical system flowchart). 
F1nal1zed prototype illustrating each input/ 
1nquiry screen. Document estimates of: 
• transaction volumes 
• data base I/O's 
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~ APPENDIX A. (con~1nued) 
F1nal Layouts of Reports F1nalized (phys1cal) deta1led layouts of 
each report. Include microfiche requ1re-
ments, report distribution, and frequency. 
Batch Program Spec1f1cat1ons Document the processing logic for each 
program using narrative, flowchart, 
pseudo-code or combination. Include 
estimates of: 
On-11ne Program 
Specifications 
Sort/Merge Specifications 
Revised Test/Conversion/ 
Implementat1on Plans 
Technical Security 
Requirements 
Physical Data Base Design 
·,""·• J 
' 
'I) .. 
' •' 
• transact1on volumes 
• data base I/O's 
Supplement each program wr1tten for the 
prototype with a narrative of processing 
logic. Provide a more deta1led narrative 
for screens when programming code or 
processing logic not clearly demonstrated 
or developed by prototype. In this case, 
use narrative, flowcharts, psuedo-code or 
combination. 
Narrative which defines the sort/merge 
specifications for each file. State sort 
field name, length, and position. 
Revised schedule of activities/tasks and 
resource assignments for test, conversion, 
and implementation efforts. Gantt chart is 
recommended to illustrate overall sequence/ 
phasing/timeframe. 
Narrative which describes security con-
siderations related to data bases, files, 
and subroutines. 
Document which consists.of the following: 
• Bachm,an d1agram 
• Data base areas 
• Schemas/subschemas 
• Record description report 
• Data dict1onary entries 
• Record elements 
• Recoid occurrences/volumes 
• Set definitions, relations, volumes 
• Test data base size 
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APPENDIX A. (continued) 
System Internal Spec1-
f1cat1ons Report 
Formal report wh1ch documents the results 
of the SIS phase. Includes package of phase 
deliverables plus system construction/ 
implementation plan (resource requirements, 
costs/schedule}, revised benefit/risk 
summaries, and revised list of assumpt1ons/ 
constraints. Finalized prototype will 
satisfy deliverable requirements as stated . 
above. 
*** SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION/IMPLEMENTATION 
Coded Programs 
JCL 
Program Documentation 
Final Test Plan 
Test Case Specifications 
Test Data 
Test Results 
Final Conversion Plan 
Final Implementat1on Plan 
• 
·. 
--- ~- -- - -~--------__.,-----·-•-•..1.,-N,_, .. , 
• ', _ J_· 
Programs which have been coded and compiled 
without errors (but have not been tested). 
Include special conversion programs. 
JCL for program compilation, testing, 
production jobstreams, and conversion jobstreams. 
Standard format prepared for each program 
which defines program name, author, and 
general processing information. 
F1nal schedule of testing activities, 
tasks, and resource assignments. 
Document which defines test cases and 
criteria for evaluating test results. 
Data to be used for testing programs, JCL, 
and system flow during unit, system, and 
user acceptance testing. 
Document which summarizes the results of 
unit, system, and user acceptance testing. 
Include cross-reference to actual test run 
output. 
Final schedule of conversion activities, 
tasks, and resource assignments. 
Final schedule of implementation activities 
(training, documentation, hardware 
installation/testing, production turnover/ 
startup) and resource assignments . 
{1 
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User Documentat1on 
Operations Documentat1on 
User Tra1n1ng Material 
Production Turnover/ 
Startup Plan 
Product1on Turnover 
Package(s) 
User Acceptance/Parallel 
Test Results 
System Documentat1on 
Management Security Memo 
Project Close Memo 
APPENDIX A. (cont1nued) 
/ 
Document which def1nes user procedures for 
1nterfac1ng with the new systems. 
Document which defines procedures for MIS 
Operations to run the system in production 
mode. 
I 
Instructional material for conducting user 
training in all aspects of interfacing with 
the new system. Include: 
• Data entry/error correction 
• Forms/security procedures 
• File maintenance 
• Output distribution/report usage 
• Problem reporting/system support 
Document which defines production 
turnover/system startup schedule and 
responsibilities. 
Package of appropriate forms, programs, 
files, jobstreams, etc. for production 
turnover. 
Document which summarizes the results of 
user acceptance/parallel testing. 
Comprehensive manual of required system 
documentation (reference System 
Documentation Guidelines). 
Formal memo issued to appropriate user/MIS 
management which summarizes the security 
policy/procedures for the system. · 
Formal memo issued to appropriate user/MIS 
management which officially closes the 
project. Include final project spending/ 
schedule information. 
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APPENDIX B. TOOL EVALUATION 
An evaluation was conducted in search of software tools · that would 
support the prototyping development effort. The objective was to 
recommend two types of tools: 1) simple screen painter that is easy 
to learn, 2) tool that provides data management and programming 
features. Here is methodology followed for conducting the search. 
1. Survey to determine requirements for an "ideal" tool. 
2. Research to select several tools that meet general 
requirements. 
3. Design simple system consisting of 5 relational tables, 8 
screens, and 50 data elements. 
4. Develop. system on tools. 
• 
The results from the survey are provided on the fallowing page. Two 
tools were selected for their high ratings in ease of learning and 
versatility. Power-base, a product of Ansa Software is very simple to 
use. Manuals are easy to understand and the learning curve is less 
than 4 hours. R:base 5000, a product of Microrim, Inc., provides 
relational database management capabilities and programming 
features. However, the learning curve increases with the complexity 
of the application. The manuals were also difficult to use. 
Sofware Digest conducted an evaluation of relational database 
management programs for business applications. Program by 
program comparisons were made and tQ~~ highlights are provided on 
the following pages. "Remember, although a program may be highly 
versatile and fast, the secrets of its operation may not be 
surrendered without a lot of effort on the user's part. This is 
particularly true with relational programs. Many a fine program can 
be down-graded by an inferior manual and quirky user interfaces. 
For this reason a comparison between two programs of equal 
versatility and performance should be made of their Ease of Use and 
Ease of Learning rating." (Software Digest) 
•· 
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Software Requirements 
1. Ease of Learning ' 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
1. 4-24 hours of training 
2. Help Screens 
3. Written Tutorial 
4. Finding Answers to problems 
5. Oarity of Program Menus 
6. Documentation as Aid to Leaming 
7. · Possibility of Training End-users 
Documentation (help facility) 
1. Quality of the Index 
2. Quality of the Written Tutorial 
3. Organization of the Manual 
4. Reference Card 
5. Function Key Template 
6. Ease of Finding Info11nation 
7. Quality of the Glossary 
8. Darity/ quality of written examples 
9. Description of the Major Program Elements 
Defining the Data, (field editing) 
1. Data Structure (relational/flat file/other) 
2. define a Record 
3. Redefine a Record 
4. Define a Field 
5. Redefine a Field 
6. Define a Field Type 
7. Redefine a Field Type 
8. Set-up Calculation Fields 
9. Define a Ke_y 
10. Redefine a Key 
11. Numeric Fields 
12. Date Fields 
13. Password-protected Fields 
Data Structural Revisions 
1. Add New Fields 
2. Delete Fields 
3. Change Field Lengths 
4. Change Field Types 
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Software Requirements 
5. . Screen Building . 
1. ·screen Painting Capability including Copy and Edit 
2. Field Placement User Specified 
3. Automatic Generation of Add, Change, Delete Screens 
. 4. Multipage Data Entry Fo1111s 
5. Forward and Backward Paging Capabilities 
6. Field Highlighting and Protection 
7. Scre_en Linkage Simulation 
8. Table Lookup 
.. . 
9 .. Flexible Error Message Handling 
10. Retrieve Data'fyom Multiple Database and Display on One Screen 
11. Automatic Menu Generation with Selection Capabilities · 
6. Report Generation (query capabilities) 
1. Define a Report Fo1111at 
2. Redefine a Report Fat 111at 
3. Specify Fields for Inclusion 
4. Specify Sort Fields 
5. Specify Selection Criteria · 
6. Specify Columns to be Totaled 
7. Print a Report .. 
8. Use of Predefined(saved) Reports 
9. Column Totals · 
10. Column Subtotals 
11. Record Counts 
12. Numbers May be Printed with Commas 
13. Ouput from Multiple, Dissimilar Files 
14. Reports May be Wider than 80 Columns 
15. Reports May be Output to Screen 
16. Report For111ats May be Saved on Disk 
17. Simultaneous Sorting on Multiple Fields 
18. Ascending ·and Descending Sort Options 
19 .. Capable of Sorting without Indexing 
20. Multipart Index Keys 
21. Supports Multiple Key Fields 
22. Search Using a Partial Key or Wildcard 
23. Phonetic ("sounds like") Search 
24. Multiple Field Search 
25. Search on Non-key Fields 
26. can Ignore Case (upper/lower) 
27. Supports OR selections 
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Software Requirements 
7. Error Handling 
1. Oarity of Error.Messages 
2. Error Recovery 
3. Data Recovery 
4. Flagging of Input Errors 
8. Integration with Other Programs (integration) 
1. Import Data Files and Data Dictionary Info11nation 
2. Export Data Files and Data Dictionary Info1111ation 
9. Active Data Dictionary . f 
10. Additional Features 
1. Merge Two or More Files 
2. Password Protect Files and Transactions 
3. Procedural Language Available for Custom Programming 
....... ,.,~t 
·, , .. 
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TEST RESULTS 
Ease of Learning 
Ease of Use 
Error Handling 
Performance 
Versatff lty 
OveraU Evaluation 
SUBSCORES 
Ease of Leaming 
Editing 
Querying 
Report generation 
Relational capabilities 
Ease of Use 
Editing 
Querying 
Reoort generation 
Relational capabilities 
Error Handling 
Error 1dent1f icat1on 
Recoverv instructions 
Data loss orevent1on 
Versatility 
Record selection 
Indexing 
Sortino 
Reoort generation 
*•Power-base-----------... 
- Power-base ~ At1•r1ge tor 15 program, teated 
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-
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I ' I ,,,,. 
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' 
,,,,. 
I I ,,,,. I 
' 
I I I ,; i 
' 
! I ,,,,. 
,,,,. 
,,,,. 
,,,,. 
,,,,. 
• I 
~, 
" 
... ti 0 ~ u 
"' 
8.4 ! 7.4 
8.2 7., 
a.a Is., 
5.8 5.3 
9., 7.8 
8.7 1/s l 
8.4 , 6.8 
I 
6.6, 5.6 
5.6 4.31 
-l 
0.0 I 1.2 I 
, 8.6 ! 9.4 
/10.019.1: 
1 a.a I a.9 l 
i10.0!9.41 
I 7.0 i 8.6 i 
STRENGTHS 
• Manual is easy to understand and well 
organized 
• Crear definitions of terms 
• Easy to design a data entry screen 
• Easy to enter data in a record 
• Easy to modify data in afield 
• Easy to add a field to every record 
• Easy to move from record to record 
• Easy to delete a field f ram every record 
• Easy to sort a database simultaneously on 
two fields 
• Easy to print a single record 
• Easy to print a subtotal in a report 
• Can right. left. or center justify fields in a 
report 
LIMITATIONS 
• Difficult to merge databases 
• Imports an ASCII file slowly 
• Siew worst case search 
• S!ow w1ldcard search 
• Siow comoined search 
• Slow reoort generation with selection -
• Adds a field slowly 
• No transactional merge 
• No averaging in a report 
• No record count 1n a report 
.·------------------------
• No user-soec1t1ea decimal places in a 
reoort 
,getat1c:ial capabilities ,,,,. I 8.6 i 8.3: 
---.:.-. --------------------
;F>rogramm1ng features ,; i 0.0 I 6.3: 
Key: a-~ 5 = Poor 5 1-7 5 = Good 
2.6-5 0 = Fair 7 6-10 0 = Excellen.t • Average tor 15 orograms tested 
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TEST RESULTS 
Ease of Learning 
Ease of Use 
Error Handling 
Performance 
Versatlllty 
Overall Evaluation 
SUBSCORES 
Ease of Learning 
Editing 
Querying 
Report generation 
Relational caoabilities 
Ease of Use 
Editing -
Querying 
Report generation 
Relational capabilities 
Error Handling 
Error 1dent1f ication 
Recovery instructions 
Data loss prevention 
Versatility 
Record selection 
Sorting 
Reoort generation 
Relat1ona1 caoabrlltres 
Prograrr.mmg features 
Key: 0-Z.5 = Poor 5.1-7 5 =Good 
2 6-5 J = Fair 7 6-10.0 = E,cce11ent 
... .J. 
.. 
*** R:base 5000 
-
R:base 5000 '' 
Avf!Jrsge lor 1S progr11ms tfJsted 
8.9 
I I I I 
0 1 4 5 6 7 9 10 
t---POOR--+----FAIR-----G000--1----EXCEL----1 
.. • STRENGTHS C 
" 
" 
C, 
,, 
-
" 
l'Q 
-.. 0 
" 
.. .. g .. V 0 
" - 0 > II )( u A. ... I c, I.a.I ..,.. < 
• Easy to design a data entry screen 
• Easy to enter data in a record 
• Easy to modify data in a field 
. 
• Easy to add a field to every record 
.... 7., 7.4 
• Easy to move f ram record to record 
• Easy to delete a field from every record 
.... 7.7 7., • Easy to sort a database simultaneously on 
-
.... 6.4 6.1 two fields 
• Easy to include a record count in a report 
.... 7.2 5.3 • Easy to merge databases 
• Creates and imports an ASCII file quickly 
• Fast best/worst case search 
.... 7.9 7.8 
• Fast wlldcard search 
I .... 9.4 7.6 • Fast combined search 
I .... 
' 
7.3 6.81 
; 
! 
• Fast reoort generation with selection or 
sorting 
.... 7., 5.6 l • Adds a f 1eld quickly 
• Time checking 
I I .... 4.4 4.3 j • Time field type • Time arithmetic and comparisons 
, .... I , , .3 1.2j I 
I I I .... l,o.ol9.4j 
' ' . 
LIMITATIONS 
• Oiff icult to find information in manual 
i 
·, :10.019.7 j ! .... • No orotect from update feature 
' i 8.8 j 8.9 i I I .... I ' I 
I I .... 110.01 9.4 i 
I ' 
I 
.... i 8.7 j 8.6 I 
.... !10.0l 8.3 I 
•J 
' .... 
I : 7.1 I 6.3; 
• ~verage lor 15 programs tested 
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TEST RESULTS 
Ease of Learning 
Ease of Use 
Error Handling 
Performance 
Versatllf ty 
Overall Evaluation 
SUBSCORES 
Ease of Learning 
Editing 
Querying 
Report generation 
Relational capabilities 
Ease of Use 
Editing 
Querying 
Report generation 
Relational caoabilities 
Error Handling 
Error 1dent1f icat1on 
Recovery instructions 
Data loss prevention 
Versatility 
Recora selection 
Indexing 
Sorting 
Report generation 
Relational caoab1llt1es 
Programming features 
Key: 8-2.S=Poor 5.1-75 =Good 
2.6-5 0: Fa,r 7 6-10 0 = Excellent 
, . 
. ,... 
** • dBase Ill Plus----------
-
dBase Ill Plus 
AvtJrag~ for 15 programs tested 
I 
0 
8.8 
7.1 
i I I I I I I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
--POOR---+----FAIR---+---GOOD----EXCEL--
.. • C 
" 
" 
O'I 
lJ -
" 
fl 
-~ " 
... 
.. 0 ... 
" 
u 0 0 ii I 0 )C u ~ A. ""1CJ· w 1,111 
,,,, 8.3 7.4 
I ,,,, 5.2 7.1 
,,,, 6.3 6.1 
,,,, i 5.1 5.3 
,,,, 9.o I 1.8 
,,,, 6.3 7.6 
I ,,,, I 7.0 j 6.8 
I I ,,,, 5.5 j 5.6 
I ,,,, 6.1 4.3 
,,,, I 2.5 1.2 j 
' I \.JI"' I 8.6 j 9.41 
I I I ! ,,,, 10.019.7 ! 
I I ,,,, 8.8 i 8.9 I 
. 
I I I 
,,,, : 8.6 , 9.4 I 
,,,, l a.7 1 a.s i 
I I 
,,,, 110.01 a.3 I 
i 7.1 16.3 j 
• Average for 15 orograms tested 
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STRENGTHS 
• Easy to design a data entry screen 
• Easy to enter data in a record 
• Easy to modify data in a field 
• Easy to add afield to every record 
• Easy to move from record to record 
• Easy to delete a field from every record 
• Easy to sort a database simuttaneousty on 
two fields 
• Easy to print a subtotal in a report 
• Easy to include a record count 1n a report 
• Creates and imports an ASCII file quickly 
• Fast best/\\lorst case search 
• Fast wildcard search 
• Fast report generation with two-levef 
sorting 
• Adds a field quickly 
• Data encryption security feature 
LIMITATIONS 
• Oiff icult to print a single record 
• Can't sort on a calculated field 
• No data suppression in a report 
• Can ·1 insert blank lines in a report 
,, 
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TEST RESULTS 
Ease of Learning 
Ease of Use 
Error Handllng 
Performance 
VersatJllty 
Overall Evaluation 
SUBSCORES 
Ease of Learning 
Editing 
Querying 
Reoort generation 
Relational capabilities 
Ease of Use 
Editing 
Querying 
Report generation 
Relat1ona1 capabilities 
Error Handling 
Error 1dent1ficat1on 
Recovery instructions 
Data loss orevent1on 
Versatility 
Recora selection 
lndex1na 
Sortino 
Report c;eneration 
Aelat1ona1 caoao1llties 
Programming features 
i<ey: _ J-2 5 = Poor 5. t-7 5 = Good 
2.6-5 0 = Fa,r 7 6-10 0 = E.<ce11ent 
,, •MIIJUIJh 
,. 
.. 
. ·, 
i 
**•• Paradox 
... ... 
-
Paradox 
Average lor 15 programs ttJsted 
I I I I 0 1 4 6 7 8 9 10 
--POOR-----FAIR------GOOD----EXCEL---
.. • STRENGTHS C II 
II 0, 
'tJ -
" 
,,, 
.. 
-0 
" 
... .. 0 .. V 0 
" 01 - 0 ~ ,,, )( u ~ 
"" 
I C, w 
"' 
• Manual is easy to understand 
• Excellent examples in manual 
• Clear def initrons of terms 
• 
• Excellent explanation of program 
commands and functions 
ti" 9.2 7.4 
• Easy to design a data entry screen 
. 
ti" 7.5 7., • Easy to enter data in a record 
,,,, 6.7 6.1 
l ,,,, 6.2 5.3 I 
• Easy to modify data in a field 
• Easy to acd a field to every record 
• Easy to move from record to record 
• Easy to delete a f 1eld from every record 
I ,,,, I 9.4 7.8 • Easy to sort a database simultaneously on two fields 
.,,, I a. 1 7.6 • Easy to rnctude a record count in a report 
I ,,,, ! 7.7 I 6.8 
I I ,,,, I j 7.3 5.6 I 
• Easy to merge databases 
• Creates and imports an ASCII file Quickly 
• Fast worst case search 
• Fast w,lctcard search 
I ,,,, I 6.7 4.3 
I I 
,,,, I 1.3 11.2 I 
I I I 
,,,, · a.s ! 9.4 I 
• Fast combined search 
• Fast reoort generation with selection 
• Fast report generation with two-level 
sorting 
• Adds a tietd au1ckly 
• Phonetic searching 
,,,, !10.ol 9.7 j 
I 
ti" ' I I . 6.3. 8.9,
• Data encrvptron secunty feature 
• Programming language allows subroutines 
,,,, :10.019.4 I 
' LIMITATIONS 
,,,, 
· 8.7 18.6 I 
• Doesn t a,;ow auolrcate index keys 
,,,, 
· 10.01 8.3 I • Ooesn·t o~;er a multi-user version 
I ,,,, 9.0 ! 6.31 
• A,1 .. ~raa~ ror 15 oroqrams restea 
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TABLE REVISIONS 1 
AcXJ new f 1elds 2 ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,, 
Defete fields 2 ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. 
Change field length T ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, I ,,,, 
0,ange field name 1 ,,,,. I ,,,, I ,,,,. I ,,,,. 
I I Aedef 1ne 1noex f 1elds 1 ,,,, ,,,, I ,,,,. I ,,,, 
I 
Redefine calculated fields ,1 ,,.,. ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,, 
Change form design 1 ,,,, ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,, 
DATA TABLE MERGING 1 
Merge tables 1 ,,.,. ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, 
Combine d1soarate tables , ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, 
Oleck for du011cate index key values 1 ,,,, ,,,, ,,,,. I P 
Transactt0nal merge 1 p ,,,, 
P = Pr09rammao1e 
TABLE REVISIONS 
Add new fields The user can add new fields to the records of an 
existing table without loss of data 1n other fields. 
Delete fields The user can remove selected fields from all records in 
an existing table without loss of data in other f1eldS. 
Change field length The user can change the length of individual 
fields 1n an ex1st1ng table without complete loss of data 1n the changed 
field. Some data, however. may be lost 1f a field length 1s shortened. 
Change field name The user can change a field name in an existing 
table without loss of data items. 
Redefine index fields The program allows the user to define exist-
ing non-indexed fields as indexes or return indexed fields to a non-
indexed status without loss of any data. 
Redefine calculated flelds The user 1s permitted to change the 
mathematical formula defined for a specified calcutated field. 
Change form dealgn The user can change the layout of the data 
entry screen after the form has been stored in the data.base. 
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DATA TABLE MERGING 
Merge tablet The program can merge two or more tables (files) into 
one combined table (file). 
Combine disparate tablea The program permits the user to merge 
tables (files) whose structure or data entry forms differ (1.e_, different 
field names. field order. f 1eld type and/or number off 1eldS). 
Check for duplicate Index key values The program prompts the 
user if matching index values are found when mergmg two or more 
tables (files). 
Transactional merge The program can alter or update mformatlOfl 
contained in one table from information contained 1n anolher tat)je. For 
example. an mvenrory table could be updated based on mtormat1on 
contained in an invoice table. The program would search tor a mateh· 
ing inventory item and subtract the number of items sold on eaeh 
invoice. 
.. 
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' I I RELATIONAL CAPABILITIES 3 
Relat1ona1 type 0 L IL.N L 
Maximum number of relations from one table , 6 I so 15 
Maximum number of levels that can be related 1 s I 2a 15 
Maximum 1<ey fields per single relation 0 l I 3 1 
Relations using expressions 1 ,,,, ,,,, 
Supports many-to-one relationships • 1 ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, 
Suoports one-to-many relat1onsh1ps 1 s ,,,, ,,,, 
Supports many-to-many relat1onsn1os 2 s I ,,,, ,,,, 
DATAJFILE TRANSFER 1 
Reads DIF files 1 ,,,, ,,,,, ,,,, 
Writes OIF files 1 ,,,, ,.,, ,.,, 
Reads ASCII files 1 ,,,, ,.,, ,.,, 
Writes ASCII files , 
.,,.. ,.,, ,.,, 
J = Joins L = links N = Non-oroceauraJ 
S = Simulates function through programrmng capabtlibeS U = Unlimited 
RELATIONAL CAPABILITIES 
Relational type All of the programs tested in this issue allow users to work with more than one table at a time. and they all received eoual credit for this item. However, tne methods used to torm relations differ. For many users this difference 1s unimportant: they are more con-cerned with the results rather than the method used. Other users may turn to the overview section for a brief discusslOC"I of the methods used 
~.e .. linking, Joining, and non-procedural). 
Maximum number of relations from one tat>Je Tors is the maxt-mum numoer of relatrons that can originate from one table. For pro-grams that can 1orn. thrs number 1s unlimited. For example. Table 1 might be related to Table 2 and to Table 3, lor a total at two relations from one table. 
Maximum number of levels that can be related This is the maxi-mum numoer ot tables that can t>e sequentially related and used in an operation. For programs that allow 1orns. the numoer of levels is unlim-ited. For examole. where Table 1 is related to Table 2. and Table 2 is related to Table 3. there are two levels of relations. 
Maximum key fields per single relation Th,s 1s the maximum number of fields that can be soec1f 1ed as the relational key ,n perform-ing a srng1e. concurrent relation. -
Relations using expressions The program suooorts relations based on a relational expression other tnan an eauat1tv (e g .. relate Table 1 to Table 2 where Table 1 (f ,etd , ) 1s less tnan Table 2 (field 2)). Supports many-to-one relationships The orogram wall relate two or more tables so that. for every occurrence ot the retated field in tne c,rimary table. the program can f and the one re1ateo record rn the sec-
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ondary table(s). For instance. if the primary table (invoice) has three records belonging to "Johnson." the program can find the one record relating to "Johnson" in the secondary table 1customer). Supports on&-to-many relationships The program will relate two or more tables so I hat. for eacn related field in the primary table. the program wril find every record in the related table. For examote. 1f the primary table was a list of customers. and was related to an invoice table. the program could hnd every record in the invoice table related to a particular customer ,n the primary table. 
Supports many-to-many relatlonship1 The orogram will relate two or more tables so that. for every occurrence of the related field in the prrmary table. the orogram will find all the records related to that field in the secondary table(s). For instance. 1f the orrmary (customer, table had two customers named "Johnson." the orogram could find all of the invoice records for each '"Johnson" in the 1nvo1ce table. 
DATA/FILE TRANSFER 
Reads DI Ff ilas The program can read data files from other pro-grams that were stored in the standard DIF (Data Interchange Format) format. 
Writes DIF files The program can store or exoort files rn the OIF format for use by other programs that can reaa OIF files. 
Reads ASCII files The orogram can read oata fates that were stored in an ASCII (American S1anaard Code for 1ntormat1on lntercl'lange) 1ormat. 
Writes ASCII files The crogram can store 0t exoort files in an ASCII format for use by other programs that can reaa ASCII files. 
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DATA ENTRY FORMS 
, 
Maximum forms oer table 
, 10 255 ! 121 I u 
Maximum screens oer form 1 10 16 
User-specified f 1eld placement 2 ,,,, ,,,, 
' 
Tex1 olacea anvwnere on screen 2 ,,,, I ,,,, 
VALIDATION 
, 
looKuo va1idat100 1 ,,,, ,,,, 
l.cloKuo 1n another table 1 ,,,,, 
Range checking 2 ,,,, ,,,, 
Validate Oy mathema11cat exoress10n 1 ,,
,, 
Date checking 2 ,,,, 
nme chee1<1ng 1 ,,,, 
O,ec1< for auolicate index kev values 3 ,,,, ,,,,, 
B = Has on1v , screen cut can support monitor screen size or 2S5 x 255 
C = Can validate by re1a1tona1 expression Out not t,y ar1thme11c e.iu,ress1on 
1s I u 
,,,, ,,,, 
I 
I 
,,,, I ,,,,, 
I p 
p 
,,,,, 
I p I 
,,,, I ,,,, 
p 
I ,,,, I p 
' 
u u 
B 64 
,,,,, ,,,,, 
,,,,, ,,,,, 
p ,,,, 
p ,,,,, 
p ,,,, 
p ,,,, 
,,,, ,,,, 
,,,, 
p ,,,,, 
10 1 u , , l u u 10 u u 
15 1 64 1 2 I u u ,s 100 u 
,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,, ,,,, I ,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,, 
,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, j v' I ,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, 
,,,, ,,,, ,,,, I P 
I 
! ,,,, ,,,,, p ,,,,, 
,,,, ,,,, ,,,, p I ,,,,, ,,,,, p 
,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,, p I ,,,,, ,,,, ,,,,, ,,,, 
' 
,,,, p I C p p 
,,,,, ,,,, I ,,,, I ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,,, 
l ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, 
,,,,, ,,,, ,,,, I P I ,,,,, ,,,,, D ,,, 
D = Not a1 entry time. cul will offer choice to cretete duoi1cates Of send duplicates to a reoort 
P = Programmao1e U = Un1tm11ea 
DATA ENTRY FORMS 
Maximum forms per table This is the maximum numoer of data 
entry or retr1eva1 forms (not recoras) that canoe def1nea lor one f 1le or 
table 1subse1s of the or,g1na1 data entry form may be 1nc1uded). 
Maximum screens per form This 1s the maximum numoer of 
screens that can De ,nctuaea in a data enlry or retrieval term. This 1s 
especially useful when the form needs to be larger than 24 Imes by 80 
columns. 
User-specified field placement The program allows me user to 
pos1t1on t,elds anvwnere on the aata entry or retrieval tc;m. 
Text placed anywhere on screen When designing terms. the user 
can 01ace descr;ot1ve text (e.g .. titles. comments. etc., a!"lywhere on 
screen. 
VALIDATION 
Lookup validation This feature insures that the data ·~em enterea is 
part of a ore-oet1ned list of allowaole cno1ces 1e1ther user-aeflnea or 
anotner tile). 
' '¥ ..... 
Lookup In another table This feature cnecks that the data item 
enterea is included in a seoarate file or table ratner than a pre-<jefmed 
list. 
Range checking This feature checks whether or not a data item 
entered 1s within a user-spec1t1ed upper and lower llm1t. 
Validate by mathematical expression This checking function 
evaluates values entered baseo on an expression (e.g .. "SALARY • 
1. 15 < = $75.000.00" would not accept any value for ··sALARv·· 
which. when mu1t1pl1ed by 1. 15. 1S greater than "$75.000.00" for that 
field). 
Date checking The program will not acceot mvalld dates (e.g., 
13/01 /84). 
Time checking The program w,11 not accept invalid times (e.g., 
2:62:34). 
Check for duplicate index key values ~e program will flag a value 
entereo into an 1naex key 11eld 1t tnat value a1reaay exists m the same 
f 1eld of another recora. 
" 
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Maximum indexes per file 2 11 255 I 16 
Maximum tields per index 0 6 1 10 
Maximum characters per index 0'. 40 120 242 
Allows duollcate index keys z- ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. 
Automatic re-1ndexrng when change occurs 3· ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. 
Asceno,nq1desceno,ng multi-f 1eld indexes , I ,,,,. 
SORTING 2 
Maximum sorting levels 2 10 1 u 1 
Maximum concurrent sorting levels 2: 10 u 1 
Oescenarng sorts 1 ·. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. 
Simultaneous ascending/descending sorts 1 ,,,,. ,,,,. 
Sort on a calculated field 1 ,,, t ,,,,. ,,,,. 
G = AJlows suo-t1elds to be indexes (maximum 40 characters) H = 80 can oe entered and 15 will De used K = Thousana U = Unlimited 
INDEXING 
Maximum indexes per file This 1s the maximum number of indexes allowed per Ille. Indexes are separate structures w1th1n a aatabase comprised of keys and pointers that speed access to 1nformat1on in a file. 
Maximum f le Ids per index This is the maximum numoer of fields that can be included in one index key. 
Maximum characters per Index This is the maximum number of characters that canoe included in one index key. 
Allow• duplicate Index keys The program warns the user when a duplicate value has been entered. and offers the choice of deleting the current value. changing 1t. or adding 1t anyway. 
Automatic re-indexing when change occurs The program auto-matically uooares the rndex whenever a change occurs in a key field (e.g., when new records are added or deleted). 
Ascendingidescending multi-field Indexes The program atlows the 1naex key to t>e comprised of more than one key t,etd. and the key field order can C>e ascending on some fields and descending on others. 
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u 254 255 1 . 64 j 6 u 400 u 15 u 10 
~I; cy 254 255 42 1 1 49 , u 16 1 1 . ~--· 
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,,,,. ,,,,. . -,. ,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. 'l;, V ,,, .,,-
,,,, . ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,., ,,,,. . ,,,,. ,,,., 
,,,., ,,, ,,,,. j I ,,,,. 
65..51< 254 255 1{) . 32 j 5 60 10 u 16 5 ·u 
65..sK '16 255 10 32 5 €,() 10 256 18 5. 8 
,,,,. ,,, ,,,., ,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,., ,,,., ,,,,. ,,,,. 
I ,,,,. ,,, ,,,,. ,,,. ,,,,. ! ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,., ,,,, ,,,,. ,,, 
! ,,,., ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,, ,,,,. I ,; ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,, ,,, ,,,., 
I 
SORTING 
Maximum sorting levels This is the maximum numoer of levels through which data canoe sorted. Some programs preserve rne new sorted tile so multiple passes can achieve unt1m1ted sorting levets. Maximum concurrent sorting lenls This 1s the maximum number of fields that canoe sorted at the same time. For example. a program that can sort NAME w1th1n RACE w11hin SEX in a single pass would support a three-level sort. 
Descending sorts The program supports sorting from the highest to lowest order/rank (e.g., 10. 9. 8). 
Simultaneous ascending/descending sorts The program sup-ports a mu1t1-f1eld sort that 1s asce!1amg on some fields and descending on other fields. For ex:amo1e. a 11st of clients can be sorted alohaDetr-cally by last name ano. within the same last name. sorted tram highest to lowest yearly income. 
Sort on• calculated field The crogram allows the user to select a previously del1nea calculated fiela as a sort key. 
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PROGRAMMING FEATURES 2 
SuDPOrts a proceaural language/macros 1 ,;I ,;I N 
Cham to other programs t·~ ,,,, 
. 
Subroutines 1~ 
' ' 
,,,, 
Subroutines can have parameters t ~ 
Subroutines can have local vanables 1 
Input statement 1 ,;I ,,,, 
Varraoles 1-. ,,,, ,,,, 
String t ~; 
. . 
,,,, ,,,, 
Integer t ,,,, ,,,, 
Floating point l- ,,,, ,,,, 
Arrays t. :'' ,,,, 
Statement labels ' 1:- ,,,, 
Direct access tot iies 1~- ,,,, ,,,, 
Whrle looos 1 ':. ,,,, ,,,, 
For-next loops 1 ,,,, ,,,, 
I I 
N = SUPOOrts macros: orogramm1ng op11ona1 w11h Datacore !S495l 
Q = Macro commanas T = Has repeat-until command 
PROGRAMMING FEATURES 
Supports a procedural language/macros The program allows 
users to store seauences ot frequently used program commands. Once 
stored. these sets of commands can be executed either by striking an 
assigned key or by naming the tile that contains them. The flexibility 
and power of this feature varies from program to program-tram the 
ability to create macros to offering a full-scale programming language. 
The key to qualifying. nowever. ,s that program commands can be 
permanently stored and executed anytime the program ,s run. 
Chain to other programs The programming language ~as a com-
mana that will cause another. separately stored program to be exe-
cuted from w1th1n the current program. 
Subroutines The orogramming language allows seauences of 
instructions to be named. An often-used sequence of instructions need 
only be written once and. after 11 is named. the 1nstruct1ons can be 
executed merely by specifying that name anywhere 1n the orogram. 
Subroutines can have parameters When a subroutine !S invoked. ,t 
canoe passed tile r.ame of a variaole. Typically, the suoro~11ne will 
perform man1pu1at1ons on the contents of that variable. tren. pass the 
results back to the main program. or other subroutine from which 1t 
was called. 
Subroutines can have local variables Local variab1es aoolv onlv to 
the Suorout1ne m wn,ch they are aec1ared. They only exist .... h1le the 
suorout1ne 1s execu:,ng, and the data they contain ,s tor tre internal 
use at the suorout;ne only 
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Input statement Programs/macros can pause to allow the user to 
key tn data which the program will store in a variable. 
Variables The programming language, included with the program. 
allows storage areas to be named that can be used to hold data tempo-
rarily while a program ,s running. 
String Variables can contain alohanumeric data. The variable must 
be capable of storing more than one character. 
Integer Variables can contain integer data. The variable must be 
capable of having numer,cai ooerar1ons performed on 1t. 
Floating point Variables can contain decimal numbers. The variable 
must be caoaole of hav,ng aec,mal arithmetic operations performed on 
it. 
Arrays The program 1s caoable ot defining a variable array. AIi array 
is a data structure that can contain multiple data ,terns of the same 
type. A particular item can tr.en be referenced through the use of 
subscripts. 
Statement labels The oroaram a1lows the user to tag 1oca11ons 1n 
the program w11h alohabet,c labels. 
Direct access to files Tr.e or09ramming language has commanas 
that allow a f rle·s records to ce read and written, 
While loops The programming 1anguage can reoeat the execution of 
a spec1f1ea number of commanas until a soec1f1c cond1t1on 1s met. 
For-next loops ihe programming language can reooat the execur1on 
of a grouo or commands tor a soec1t1ed numoer of times. 
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PROGRAMMING FEATURES fCONT.) 2 
If-then , V I ,.,,, I ,.,,, I . V- ,,, ,,, ,.,,, I ,,, ,.,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, If-then-else I I I i I I 1 V I v' I v- v' ,,, ,,, ,.,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, . . I 
Case statements 1 I I ,,.,. I v' ,,, ,,, V I I ,,, I ,,, ,,, I 
Branching (Goto) 0 ,,, I ,,, A ,,, I ,,, ,,, 
""" 
,,, ,,, 
I ' I ,,, Start orocec:Jure from DOS batch f 11es 1 ,,, ,,, 
""" 
,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 
' 
J DOS access trom orocedure 1 ,,.,. I ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 
Screen formatting 1 ,,, ,.,,, I ,.,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, I I ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 
. 
' 
I 
MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES , 
Run-time only module available , I ,,,,. ,.,.1 ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,,. ,,, ,,, I 
Interface to host language(s) included 2 ,,,,. OPT! OPT ,,, (fl OPT OPT a'T 
Includes built-in graphics support 2 
""" 
-,,, ,,, 
Provides hierarchical caoabil1ties 1 I ,,, ,,, I . i 
Multi-user version available 1 . I ,,, ,,,,. I ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 
Locks files , ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 
Locks records , A ! A I p A_ p· A p A A A 
. OPT= Optional P=Provtded A= Allows macros w11run macros 
PROGRAMMING FEATURES (CONT.) 
If-then The crogramm,ng language can execute soecific instructions if a conditional test 1s sat1sf 1ed. 
lf-than..lae The programming language can determine which set of 
instructions to execute based on the results of a cond1t1onal test. 
Case statements The programming language can determine which 
set of 1nstruct1ons to execute based on the results ol a multiple condi-
tional test. This differs from if-then statements in that if-then will exe-
cute 1nstruct1ons only if the cond1t1ona1 test ,s met. wnrle if-then-else 
will execute a set of instructions 1f it 1s not. and tne case statement will 
test for multiple results of a cond1tton executing a different set of 
instructions for each result. 
Branching (Goto) An instruction exrsts that will cause the execution 
of a program to Jump, out ct sequence. to another command in the 
program. 
Start procedure from DOS batch files The program can be pro-grammed to start up from DOS. execute a command file. and return to 
DOS. 
DOS access from procedure The orogrammmg language allows 
the user to access DOS commands and then return automatically to 
the current procedure. 
Screen formatting The program contains commands that allow the . 
user to manroulate the cursor pos1t1on anel/or clear ir.e screen. 
.. 
MISCELLANEOUS f=EATURES 
Run-time only module available The program 1s available in a run-
time only mOdule that includes only the basic ooerat1on kernel 1n order 
to execute. but not develap, stored applications programs. 
lnterf ace to host language<s) included Programming commands. 
included with the program. support access to files by standard pro-
gramming languages (e g . Ada. BASIC. C. Pascal. etc.) through the use 
of library subroutines or function calls. 
Includes built-in graphics support The program can graphically 
represent tne aata contained in tables or files by creating charts or 
graphs. 
Provides hierarchical capabilities The program offers a manage-
ment system in which a data hierarchy exists. (1e. each record is 
"owned" by another record and each member record type may be 
owned by only one owner record type). A hierarchical database differs from a relational database rn tnat it 1s structured when created rather 
than at the time each auerv ,s oosed as 1n a rera11onar database. 
Another difference 1s that re1at1ona1 databases require a common fteld 
whereas a hierarchical database never requires a common f 1eld. 
Multi-user version available A versron of the program rs available 
that provides multi-user capao111ty (more tnan one user can use the 
program s,muttaneously). 
Locks files The multi-user version can lock files so that all the users 
can read flies out only one user can update them 
Locks records The mutr-user version can lock records so that all the 
users can read records but on1y one user can uodate tnem This a,tters from the above del,nitron in that multiple users can uooa1e different 
records m lhe same 1 lie. 
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REPORT GENERATION 3 
Maximum report width 2 242 j 2K j 541 
Print one record per page 1 ,,,,. 1,,,,,,,,,. 
Pause betwe€n records 1 ,,,,. ,,,,. I ,,,,. 
Report on pre-printed forms , ,,, ,,, ,,,,. 
Columnar reports 1 ,,, ,,.... I ,,, 
\ 
I Report formats can be saved/stored .. , ,,, ,,, j ,,,,. 
Send reoort to screen 1 ,; ..... I ,,,,. 
i 
' Send report to disk 1 ,; ,,,, ,,,,. 
User-specified decimal spaces 1 ,,, ,,.... ,,.... 
Print with commas , ,,,, ,,,, ,,, 
Automatic page numbering 1 ,,,, ,,,, I ,,, 
Print current date , ,,,, ,,,, I ,,,, 
t< = Thousand 
REPORT GENERATION 
Maximum report width This is the maximum number of characters 
that can be printed across a page in a report format. 
Print one record per page The program can print records. placing 
each record on one page. 
Pause between records The program can oause after printing each 
record to allow the user to insert an envelope or new sneet of paper. 
Report on pre.printed forms The user can place fields in any loca-
tion (row and column) in a report. which allows the use of pre-printed 
forms. 
Columnar reports The program can print reports with fields auto-
mat1ca11y alrgned in columns. 
•~ •' ~I" • •' t i.:-' • I ~ ' 
50'.) 255 500 2K ' 32.8,l<J 640 I 300 j 255 256 u 255 256 158 
,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,. I ,,,,. ! ,,,,. I .,,- I ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. 
,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,, ,,,,. I I ,,,,. ,,,, p ,,, 
,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,, ,,, I ,,,,. I ,,,,. ,,, ,,,,. ,,, ,,, ,,, 
,,,,. ,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. I ,,,,. I ,,,,. I ,.... ,,, ,,, ,,.... ,,,,. ,,,,. 
,,,,. I ,,,,. ; ,,, ,; ,,, ,,,, ,,,,. 
..... 
,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,, 
I 
,; ,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. . ,,,,. ] .,,- I ,,,,. 
' 
,,, ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,,, ,,,,. 
. 
,,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. 1 ,,,,. I ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,. ,,.... ,,,,. ,,.... 
,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,, ,,.... ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. 
,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,, ., ,,, ,,,,,, 
,,,, ,,,,. ,,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,,. ,,, 
,,,, ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,,. ,,,,. ,,,,. I ..... I ,,,, . ,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,. ,,,, ,,,, 
Report formats can be saved/stored User-specified reoort formats 
can t,ssaved to disk for future use. 
Send report to screen Reports can be ,11ewed on screen. 
Send report to disk Aepons can be saved to disk instead of being 
directed to a screen or printer. 
User-specified decimal places The user can specify the number of 
decimal places tor eacn data ,tern that will be printed rn a report. 
Print with commas The program automatrcally prints commas 
every three numeric pos1t1ons to the left of the decimal. 
Automatic page numbering The program can automatically num-
ber each repart page. 
Print current date The program can automatically print today's date 
from the system date field stored on the computer . 
• 
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REPORT GENERATION (CONT.J 3 
Right 1ust1fy f 1elds 1 ,,.... 
Lett Justify t :elds 1 ,,.... Center t,elds 
1 I ,,.... Headers 
1 ,,.,.. i ,,.... I ,,.... ,,.... 
I ' 
,,.... I ,,.... I ,,.... ,,.... 
I I 
Footers 
I I ,,.... ,,.... I ,,.... ,,.,.. 
I 
Summary reoorts 2 
User-soec,t ied field placement 1 ,,.... ! ,,.... I ,,.... ,,.... SECURITY FEATURES 1 
Maximum password security levels 3 0 7 127 8 Tables password protected from display 1 ,,.... ,,.... ,,.... 
Tables password protected from moditication 1 ,,.... 
' 
,,.... ,,.... 
\ ,,.,.. ,,.... ,,.... 
Fields password protected f ram display 1 
Fields pasSVvord protected from modification l ,,.... ,,.... ,,.... 
Data encryption 1 ,,.... L::: Can encrypt oata but encrypted data can t be usea re1at10nat1y U ::: Unhm,ted 
REPORT GENERATION (CONT.) 
Right justify fields The program can print soec1f ied data items against the r,ght margin of their respective fields. Left Justify fields The program can print spec1f1ed data items against the left margin of their respective fields. Center fields The program can print specified data items in the middle of their resoect1ve fields. 
Headers The program can automatically print running headers (text at the too of a printed page). 
Footers The program can automatically print running footers (text at the bottom of a printed page). 
Summary reports The orogram can provide report summary tigures (e.g., totals. suototals. record count. etc.) without onntmg the records used to compute those summary t1gures. User-specified field placement The program allows the user to specify Where each ot the fields will appear on a reoort . 
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SECURITY FEATURES 
Maximum password security levels This is the maximum number of levels of passwora security that the program can support. For exam· pie. ,t the program otters 1ust read-only and read/write security clear-ance. then the maximum numoer of password security levels ,s two. Tables password protected from display The program allows specll1ed tables to oe displayed only by inoutt1ng a valid password. Tables password protected from modification The program will only upcJate spec1f1ed tables after 1nputt1ng a valid passwora. Fields password protecte<i from display The program allows spec1f1ed fields to be a1sp1ayed only wnen a valid password 1s given. Fields password protecte<i from modification The program will only upaate spec1t1eo l1elds wnen a valid password is given. Data encryption The program can encOde data before storing 1t on disk. The aata then aooears garbl~ to an unauthorized user wno attempts to display or print 1t. 
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An•lysts 
The chart on this paoe reoresents our trad1· • 
t1ona1 we1gnt1~g system These scores are used 
10 generate tile rront cover chart ana tre 
Power/Usab111tv char1 on oage 5. 
Paradox. a four-star overall performer. 
earned ,ts numoer one ratrnq by frnrshing rn the 
top three ,n the ease of learning. ease 01 use. 
error handling. and performance cate9orres. 
Its 71h place f1n1sh rn versatilrty ,s somewhat 
misleading because ot the very high average 
score of 8.2 tParaoox had an 8.6) 
As 1s usually the case with our top-rated 
program eacn rssue. Paradox combines high 
scores in usaD1l1ty and 1n oower. aga,n oroving 
that programs can De bOth user-friendly and 
powerful. 
The second and third place programs. 
R:base 5000 and The Smart Data Manager. 
respectively t,n,shed behind Paradox because 
of slightly lower usab1illy scores (see pages 9 
and 10) 
M~thodology 
The Overall Evaluation chart on this page 1s 
a weighted comb1nat1on of the ratings for Ease 
of Learning ( 15 % ). Ease of Use (30 °/o ). Error 
Handling ( 10 °/o ). Performance (20 °/o ). and 
Versat111ty (20°/o ). plus the average Testers' 
General Evatuat,on score (5 % ) 
Overall Evaluation = ((3 x Ease of Learnmg 
Ratmg) + (6 x Ease of Use Ratmg) + 
(2 x Error Handling Raring) + 
(4 x Performance Raring) + 
(4 x Versar,1,ry Raring) + 
(Testers· General Evaluation Score)) ... 20 
.. 
' 
.... t 
Paradox 8 , 
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . - . 
t.'"·· ••. •• •. t •• ,• ... • • • ••••• .,.· ' 
. . . ' . . . . -
o • I A , .. . . . . 
Tt1e ~mart Uata Manaaer 
. . .. . ,,. . . . . 
. . . . . -
. 
dBase 111 Plus 7 : 
. . 
. -
. . . 
.. .. . - . 
Pract1Base 70 
' . . . . .. . 
. . - . . 
Dataease 70 
Power·Dase 69 
. . 
·, . ":· .·_.,,· . . . ... ·. ~. _.' .. -... ': 
OAT ASTOR E .orotess1ona1 
AVERAGE 6.6 
Data Edrtron,Reoorts Eo1!1on 64 
Oracle 6.2 
. . 
. 
. 
. .. 
' •. . . .. ··.• .. 
10-Base 6 1 
~ • -< • • • • !,, 
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Ratings Key 
10-7 6 Excellent 
7.5-5 1 GoOd 
5.0-2.5 Farr 
2 5-0 Poor 
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